
 

 

Via Michaelis 2019 

G Carlo Laurenzi  



An account of my Via Michaelis Pilgrimage – Part one, 2019 

 

Introduction 

The following account is made up of my daily blog notes of my pilgrimage along the 

Via Michaelis during 2019. Some of the route was done on foot and boat but the 

main section from Northern France to Rome, Italy, was undertaken by bike. 

 

Background 

I followed the ancient 3000km dead straight line from Skellig Michael in Ireland via St 

Michael's Mount in Cornwall, over to Mont St Michael on the Normandy-Brittany 

border, and through France and Italy with a detour to Rome, where I had to stop for 

this year. Exhaustion and injury meant that my desire to go onto Monte Sant'Angelo 

in the Gargano Peninsula, of Puglia, would have to wait for another trip. 

Part of the motivation of the trip was to raise much-needed funds for the newly-

formed charity, the Confraternity of Pilgrims to Rome. As its newly elected chair of 

the Board of Trustees, I wanted to raise money for the CPR so that it can continue to 

champion the concept of pilgrimage, especially onto Rome. The CPR has many 

exciting projects in the pipeline - such as a new walking route from central London to 

Dover via Canterbury, and the establishment a pilgrim hostel in Kent. These projects 

need funding. 

 

 



The Via Michaelis 

Via Michaelis was not once an old Roman road like the Francigena but instead 

developed around the time of the collapse of the old empire. A time of the early 

Christian church and the occupation of Italy by tribes from the east. Many of the 

older features of the Via Michaelis date back to the 5th Century, the start of the so-

called Dark Ages. The principle architectural features of the route are dedicated to 

the Archangel Michael. The arrival of the Lombards and the creation of various new 

routes across the recently-occupied Italian peninsula, saw the rise of the dedication 

to Michael as well as the establishment of the Michaelaic Cult across southern 

Europe.  

Not a big surprise in its own right but what is remarkable, is that by the 11th century 

a number of these astonishing and idiosyncratic structures weren't just built but also 

fully operational. For me the truly extraordinary feature is that from an Island off the 

west coast of Ireland down through Europe to modern day Israel, the key, and now 

Christian, sites are in a dead straight line! 

 

 



It is clear that when taking into account the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, even the 

resourceful Roman engineers would have been pushed to create a straight-line 

thousands of kilometres long! So what is going on? A few possible explanations.  

The one most often suggested is divine intervention. I struggle with this one, as most 

of the territories involved would have had different theological underpinnings, which 

might suggest these deities would not have necessarily collaborated with each other! 

The more recent explanation is that a leyline joins these sites. I've struggled in the 

past with the very concept of leylines and tended to dismiss them as inter-war 

intellectual recourse into mysticism, whilst the rest of Europe was bent on 

destruction. I am leaning towards a more scientific explanation that might give 

credence to a geological basis for some leyline thinking for example, the presence of 

magnetite.  

I appreciate I am on shaky ground here. I'm neither a physicist nor a geologist but 

evidence is emerging to suggest that some sites are connected by lines invisible to 

the human eye yet felt by very many people. It is said that folk often experience 

these places as spiritual, when in fact, it might be due to an iron isotope - Fe304, and 

its associated alpha and gamma rays, affecting some folk quite unconsciously. It is 

more common in woman than men, to feel a sudden and deep spiritual connection, 

when entering ancient sites or sacred spaces. The Fe304 theory does not detract 

from the profound human endeavour to create these amazing architectural examples 

dedicated to Michael but it might explain why they are in a straight line. 

My quest is to explore for myself how it is that such sacred spaces have been 

dedicated to Michael and begin the search for answers. My second strand is to find a 

walk-able and/or cycle-able route that would do justice to this linear and now 

forgotten pilgrim route. And third, and most important is to undertake the physical 

challenge of covering close to 3000 kms in order to raise funds for the charity, 

Confraternity of Pilgrims to Rome. 

 

 



The route 

I began in Ireland by taking a three-hour return boat trip to the island of Skelling 

Michael from Port Magee at the end of May. As the VM is said not to actually cross 

the Irish mainland, I thought I’d treat it as a separate element and enjoy a couple of 

days on the Kerry coast. 

The VM then crosses Cornwall north-south, along the conveniently named St 

Michael’s Way, which runs from St Ives to Marazion, before landing at the 

marvellous Saint Michael’s Mount. The plan is to combine the walk to SMM with the 

summer solstice festivities. To add to local confusion, there is another Michael Line 

running from St Michael’s Mount towards East Anglia. 

The main length of the route, from Mont Saint Michael, France to Monte 

Sant’Angelo, Italy, I planned to do in one go, starting around the end of July and 

arriving at my destination sometime towards the end of September. Once in Italy I 

had planned a handful of detours. A couple of nostalgic days on the Via Francigena, 

then inland for the Via Franciscana, which will take me to Rome via Assisi and 

Perugia. From the Eternal City I had hoped to pick up VF Sud until I hit the newly 

opened Via Mikael, closer to Puglia. 

 

 

 

Actual route taken in the main section of part 1 

Ride from home to Waterloo > Train to Portchester > ride to Portsmouth ferry terminal  

St Malo> Mount Saint Michel & Beauvoir> Mayenne> Les Mans> Vendome> Romorantin 

Bourges> Livry> Digoin> Macon> Marestal> Amberieu> Chambery> Modane> border 

Turin> Alessandria> Marsaglia> Chiaveri/Levanto> Lucca> Florence> Arezzo 

Assisi> Spoletto> Orvieto> Rome  



 

Physical preparation and training 

There is always more training that one can do! My usual mistake is to focus on physical 

fitness rather than logistical or mental preparedness. Fitness and familiarity with one’s 

equipment is very important. I did a lot of cycling plus some walking. 

I took a few days out to visit an old school friend, Bob Samuel and his wife Wendy, in their 

gite complex near Limoges. Aside from having a great time with two wonderful people, I got 

a lot of riding in, though often struggled to keep up with my old cycling buddy. 

 

Having explored a range of navigational options such Garmin, Outdoor Activ, and Google 

Maps. I thought that I was set for the trip but oh no, I got lost more times than I want to 

remember in France. The Garmin would only tell me where I was, much like the other 

software, so added no extra value.  

I set up an online set of documents, both Word and Excel, in case of difficulties. These were 

useful once I realised that I could handle 80Kms days on a regular basis. The documents 

allowed me to review routes and identify places of note to look out for. 

Bike equipment included spares and tools; waterproof cover; chain and locks; and first aid 

kit. The electrolyte and glucose tabs whilst ordered in plenty of time, did not arrive until after 

I’d left!  

Aside from booking the ferry and the first night’s accommodation, nothing else was sorted. 

My thinking was to keep a degree of flexibility, in the event I found something interesting en 

route. 



Blog posts from the Ireland and England stages 

Ireland 

May 27 

I was very excited to be able to start at the top end of the Via Michaelis by visiting 

the renown and sacred site of Skelling Michael. The Skelligs are a group of islands 

about 90 minutes west of the Kerry Ring coastline by small boat. My short flight 

today from the delightful metropolis of Luton to the sublime Kerry International 

airport, was uneventful and even picking up a vehicle was without the usual arm 

twisting for layers of dubious insurance cover against things like punctures or 

vampires! The poor weather on landing should have warned me of trouble ahead.  

After a shortish drive across Kerry, I arrived at the quaint village of Port Magee. 

 

 

I stayed at the delightful Moorings B&B/pub in this tiny coastal harbour. Enjoyed a 

local beer but I've not seen such large portions of food served for ages. Greedy 

Laurenzi was having a field day but paid for it in the night by being sick several 

times. My after-dinner walk revealed the sea looking a little rough but what does a 

metropolitan landlubber like me know about the sea, but I was assured that there'd 

be boats out to the Skelligs in the morning............oh dear! 

 



 

 

 

 

  



May 28 

After an awful night, my guts were very tender and for some reason, I thought a large 

cooked breakfast might settle my stomach. The 8.30 deadline for a boat to the 

Skelligs came and went, and all the boats remained firmly moored. Apparently, the 

sea was too rough to leave the safety of the harbour. Around 9.30 one brave captain 

announced that he was willing to go to the Skelligs but unlikely that any boat today 

could land.  

 

Hugely disappointed, I decided to at least visit the sacred isle even if I could not 

actually walk around it, so dressed up in waterproofs, which turned out to be useful 

and looking like a loon, we set out into the turbulent waters. I’m pleased to have 

seen the Skelligs close up, and isle of Michael is magnificent. One can see why the 

latest outing of the Star Wars stable chose it as a film location. Whilst its grim, grey, 

and inhospitable it is simply a remarkable testament to human determination not just 

to build it but to have existed on it for centuries.  

 

 



Skellig Michael was first settled by Christian monks somewhere between the 6th and 

8th centuries. Its founding myth suggests that it was originally dedicated to St Fionan. 

After a couple of centuries suffering frequent Viking attacks, the isle was eventually 

dedicated to St Michael. Though, I’m not sure the two factors are in any way linked!  

By the 1200s the Augustinian Order moved to the mainland following what are said 

to have been climatic reasons. 

Pilgrimage was well developed by 16th century and continues today…. weather 

permitting, of course. 

  

Whilst we couldn’t land on the island itself, there was no doubting that this 

astonishing lump of Atlantic rock really had something out of the ordinary about it. 

The photos are from a stock source. Maybe one day I’ll get to walk up those grey 

and very steep steps, where each year someone falls to their death. Maybe I got 

away lightly with five hours of rough seas resulting in just a little sea sickness rather 

to have become a serious statistic! 

The return leg of this section was uneventful except for the 2 hours sitting in what 

passes for a departure lounge at Kerry airport.  I hadn’t realised that some locals had 

a similar attitude to queuing as the Italians ie why bother! The highlight for me was 

that two separate travellers tried to embark without passports! Mind you the flight 

was only going to Luton and would anybody really care at the other end! 

 

England 

June 20 

The Michael line follows two distinct routes across the UK but both have as their 

anchor the marvel that is Saint Michael’s Mount. The Via Michaelis is said to cut 

across the UK in Cornwall, St Ives on its north coast to Marazion, on the south. 

There is a dedicated path known locally as St Michael’s Way and it’s in no way 

anything like a straight line, in fact, starting around the small inlet town of Hayle, it 

goes north almost to St Ives and branches inland around Carbis Bay, meanders 

south towards Penzance before making beeline east to Marazion. 

St Michael’s Way is advertised as 12/13 miles long, so a day-walk. Not finding a train 

to get me there for 8am ish, I chose to try a night bus from Victoria coach station. Not 

my wisest choice, as I got not a wink of sleep plus it arrived at St Erth an hour late.  



  

On the plus side I did get to eat breakfast at the delightful station café. I’d been there 

before and had forgotten how 1940s it all felt. Fed and watered, I headed out for the 

start of the walk and soon picked it up on the edge of Hayle on the western side of 

the inlet. The walk boasts four churches where pilgrims can stop and enjoy their 

splendour plus get your credenziale stamped. Churches, yes but all closed, not 

much use really. From the church of St Uny, Lelant, it’s a dune cliff walk which could 

take you all the way into St Ives, I did this a few years back and its pleasant apart 

from the fact that the path is overgrown and mostly used by dog walkers. 

  

I’m unsure why those in charge of St Michael’s Way chose to align the walk to the 

Santiago cammino rather than the Francigena or Michaelis but there you are. From 

Carbis the path moves inland and is well signposted. The first notable point is the 

rather masonic-looking Knills Monument. Signs disappear for a bit but two helpful 

joggers point me in the right direction but around lunch time I get horribly lost and 

find myself back on the outskirts of St Erth, having completed a circular ramble of 



north Cornwall! Rescued by my own resources ie Outdoor Activ app, I find a route up 

to the panoramic Trencom Hill. 

  

 

From there it’s a clear line of sight down to the south coast. Signs re-appear just 

north of the attractive village of Ludgvan and from here, down towards Penzance. I 

chose to cut across towards the coast and into the delightful, small town of Marazion. 

Find my B&B, whose bedroom has a fine view southwards, towards the Lizard, an 

odd place if you’ve not been – talk about strange micro-climates! My view also 

included the roof of next door’s shed, not that in itself was interesting, but it housed a 

gull’s nest with three plump fledglings, which I enjoyed watching.  

 

 

  



My short walk around the town revealed a delightful local church, All Saints, a 

welcoming and charming place of prayer in an otherwise tourism-oriented town. 

Tried a local beer, Tribute. Not bad, reminded me of a cross between Doom Bar and 

London Pride. Ate a small but tasty dish before eying up my main target for tomorrow 

- St Michael’s Mount - basking in the splendour of the evening light. Too tired to hang 

about, off to bed. 

 

June 21 

A wonderful breakfast at the Blue Horizon B&B. I’ve no idea why I ate so much! The 

tide was still in, which meant that I’d have to take a boat across to the island. It was a 

couple of minutes ride and cost the princely sum of £2; and nothing like the 

horrendous crossing to Skellig Michael last month! The sun was shining, the water 

calm, and I had the whole day ahead of me. 

 

 

The island whilst privately owned by the enigmatic St Aubyn family, is run by the 

National Trust. Some NT staff can be a little annoying and bureaucratically rigid but 

not here. Everyone I met was helpful, courteous, and knowledgeable. I started with 

Matt in the Change House, who also had an interest in the Michael Line; mostly the 

other one ie Cornwall to East Anglia. Matt was very helpful in suggesting who to 

speak to up in the fortress-like former Abbey. He also supplied me with the only 

stamp of my VM so far! 

Not finding the recommended Jane, Anna popped over to chat about leylines and 

dousing. What a hoot. Not only was she hugely well-informed about the VM and its 

link to leylines but also knew some of the science behind it. She also took the time to 

show me how to find these lines, crisscrossing the Mount, using dousing rods. It was 

astonishing that even in my amateur hands I was able to show a number of crossing 

points passing under the North Terrace. Anna also pointed where the original 

Pilgrims’ Cross was located, facing Penzance; the pointers to Mary Line laid into the 



path; and also the Michael stone, which, whilst inaccessible today, unexpectedly 

seemed to point towards the Lizard rather than directly towards Brittany. 

  

The rooms were wonderful and full of little gems such as old maps; the ceiling of the 

former monks’ refectory; and amazing woad-like blue walls of the former drawing 

room.  

 

 

Generally, I’m not a lover of manicured gardens but these were wonderful. Sloping 

lawns and cliff side planting, really challenged my views as to what a garden can 

look like. 

  



 

 

Tide out by 2 pm so I walked over the causeway but unexpectedly had to give way to 

a skip truck! The causeway itself was not slippery but it managed to hold onto that 

distinct seaside smell. The tide was not fully out thereby giving the walker the feeling 

of following a line across the water. The view on the return, is of Marazion; places 

often look different from the water, whether it be canal, lake or sea. A nice little town. 

  

A couple of pints of Tribute, sitting in a bar terrace facing the island enjoying the still 

high evening sun provided by the seasonably long day on the solstice. Hungry, I was 

ready for the local delicacy - fish and chips, which I ate greedily in the B&B’s rear 

garden, where it was very quiet except for the neighbouring gulls’ sounds of 

expectation! 



June 22 

Delicious breakfast followed by a three-mile costal path walk into Penzance. Not as 

pretty as I remember it. Walked up to the much talked about St Mary’s church only to 

be disappointed as to how unappealing it looked inside. A cross between a rural 

community centre and a Quakers’ Meeting House. The town itself didn’t hold much 

interest for me but did have some retirement/care homes with wonderful views – 

good to plan ahead! Caught a late morning train back to Ol’ Smokey; had a table and 

four seats all to myself, the whole way – talk about luxury! 

  

Not much to say about St Michael’s Way but St Michael’s Mount was truly quite 

wonderful. 

 

  



 

Final preparations 

I'm packing my things ready for the long ride along the Via Michaelis, starting 

tomorrow. The bike is riding well but boy is it heavy, especially compared to my 

carbon-fibre Triestina! I can't get everything in the panniers and yet I'm taking so 

little. What to leave behind? Got in my final training ride across London today and at 

25 miles or so should have felt easier than it did. Age may well bring wisdom to 

some folk, but I suspect that its gift to me is decrepitude. Weird route planned for 

tomorrow to Portsmouth harbour. A shot below of my unladen Dawes touring bike. 

Looks sturdy but will get to the heel of Italy and up over the Alps? 

 

 

  



Main section of the route  

UK 

Day 1 

Somewhat irritatingly this is the second attempt to post today's update. The first has 
gone to live with Father Digital in Ether Heaven. Ever wondered what happens to all 
letters and words you delete? A day of mixed blessings for my first day on the road 
but on the road to where you ask? They say all roads lead to Rome; except those in 
Barnet, these follow their own logic. I managed to lose a bit of bike kit and nearly 
flushed all my documents away but otherwise it all went well. 

 
Woke early on account I had a lot to sort ie gardening and ironing, you know those 
relevant things one does the day of departure on a long pilgrimage! Ready by 11 and 
on my bike at 11.08am. Hugged my son Jack, and rode confidently towards my first 
hill. It nearly finished me off. I was in a really low gear just to crest this short gradient. 
I was also miffed as Amazon had failed to deliver my tabs of electrolytes and 
glucose. 

 

 

An hour or so later I'm in Evans bike shop Waterloo buying an enormous container of 
white powder. A kilo of charlie, I hear you ask, nah just stuff to put in my water 
bottles. Being a man of a certain age, I found myself in need of relief, which 
mercifully the Evans staff facilitated but to my horror what should have been a 
blessed relief turned to panic as my small topbox slipped into those murky waters! 



There's a photo of said small cycle bag, just in case you thought it was euphemism 
for something naughty! 

 

The sun came out to greet SE1 at 1pm and even the station concourse looked 
vaguely Mediterranean. I guess that won't be allowed to last for much longer under 
Johnson! It's all grey from now on! Comfortable short train journey to Portchester, 
then an easy two-mile ride to Port Solent for lunch with my other son, George. Well 
you didn't think I could get to the Portsmouth area for a 3pm lunch leaving Barnet at 
11.08? Maybe if I was Bernal? 

 

Good Italian fare at O Sole Mio, named after an Italian pop song, which my sister 
and I had to endure throughout our entire childhoods! There followed a 7-mile ride to 
the ferry terminal. Very straightforward except for some ambiguous signage which 
added a couple of unnecessary miles. 

 

 

The Brittany Ferry quayside staff were very helpful and even allowed the small 
gaggle of us cyclists to board first. It was at this point I realised I was now minus a 
pump. Subsequently George tells me it's in his boot - it must make walking difficult I 
hear you say! 

 



In the first post that wasn't, I made some reference to Shire horses but can't for the 
life of me think what was about. I know nothing about the subject! 

The French team on board like to say no. I went to complain about the lack of wifi in 
my cell, sorry cabin, when I was informed that it was free but in only two spots on 
board: the engine room and the bridge. Alright I made up the last bit but if you have 
to walk to find access, then it's not as advertised. Whilst this explanation was being 
delivered by her, possibly for the 20th time today, I began to smile as over the 
tannoy one of her colleagues with an equally strong accent said in English, "...for 
people wiz earing problems". Makes you wonder what sort of earrings might be 
causing them to make a security announcement? 

 

 

 

Nice mackerel salad for dinner. I was surprised to be honest but what didn't surprise 
me was so many English kids going nuts on board. I couldn't bear it a moment 
longer. Why do other people’s children complain when you eat their dessert, after all 
I'm saving them from obesity! Up at 6.30 local time tomorrow but at least I have a 
bed of sorts, some poor devils were trying to sleep on armchairs! 
  



 

France 

Day 2 
Woke up with a gouty foot. Got lost a couple of times. Saw the magnificent Mont 
Saint Michel. Got Soaked through. 

It was odd sleeping on a ship. I woke often as sea got rougher. Cabin comfortable 
enough despite its size. The staff wake passengers via a loud message at 6am. At 
6.30 they ask you ask to vacate but you can't yet access cars or bikes; it's designed 
to point you to the cafes. My £5 breakfast was fine but just not enough bulk, both in 
general, and especially when one is cycling all day. 

I sometimes get gout from shellfish and crustaceans. Must be the reef spaghetti I ate 
in Portsmouth! At the time of writing it’s just down to one small toe, you'll be pleased 
to know. 

There was a near riot when a tall, elderly cyclist pushed through the queue and 
began moving other people's bikes so he could access his own. Not cricket I hear 
you all shouting. More surprising was that he was British! 

Cool, grey conditions requiring a long sleeve top. At 7.30 on an overcast day St Malo 
is not inspiring. I remember it as a pretty town but then again that was the summer of 
1976. One oddity was the sheer number of dead gulls. What is going on? Poisoning, 
revenge, or just bad luck? 

Chose a route which required crossing the entire town in rush hour traffic. By 8am I 
was crossing the headland west to east, passed through St Mellior des Ondes, and 
by 10am I was at my chosen coastal road at St Benoit. Delightful but cool and windy 
ride on this exposed coastline. Bought a baguette sarnie for lunch but ate most of it 
by 11am! 

Found an off-road route which ran for over 15kms, which whilst sheltered, had the 
disadvantage of obstructing the sea view. Made a rash decision to take a connected 
asphalt road which appeared to head direct to MSM. 45 minutes later I was stuck on 
a promontory and forced to back track, probably adding around 8kms to the planned 
60 for today’s route. 

My accommodation was located about 2kms from the centre of Beauvoir. I didn't 
mind the distance but the owner's personal hygiene leaves a lot to be desired. Few 
men can carry off wearing a white sleeveless vest, then cover it in sweat, add some 
food stains, wash it with dark colours over a number of years, then place it over a 
portly frame. You get the picture. On the plus side my room is large, sporting three 
beds. Might do a Goldilocks routine later on! 



 

Cycled the 3kms to the MSM info centre plus another to the start of the boardwalk 
cum bridge onto the island. Left my bike chained up, with others, and walked the 
remaining 2 km into MSM. It really is a spectacular place, almost magical. A gothic 
abbey on top of a fortress, sitting on an Atlantic rock. You can see why it was used 
as a prison during the Revolution. The streets are impossibly narrow and paved with 
durable stone, granite I think, which made walking on this wet day, treacherous. 

Names of places and shops reflect its strong Christian origins both from the so-called 
Dark Ages as well as the Medieval. Its origins may have been religious but today it's 
about fleecing tourists. Having said that, 5€ for a sarnie is not excessive for this sort 
of place. 



 

The nearly free public toilets are run by two enterprising young woman who insisted 
on keeping the sexes’ dividing door open. It made use of the urinal an interesting 
affair. In the abbey toilets, later on, I saw an amusing note, which I photographed but 
sadly didn't come out, so you’ll have to take my word for it! 

€10 ticket to the abbey complex seemed a must but sadly its better seen from the 
outside, not helped by short bursts of heavy rain, and a large group of Chinese 
visitors bent on standing/sitting on any object, sacred or not, in order to take selfies. 
What are selfies about? I find it embarrassing enough to have my photo taken, 
without me imposing it on myself. Where do all these photos go? Social media 
platforms I would guess. One advantage of overloading these platforms is that it ties 
up the security agencies around the world by having to trawl through digital 
mountains of data garbage! 



 

Got drenched on the return 5kms, especially my Jean's and hoodie, which will take 
an age to dry in this cool humidity. Luckily Cheeky Laurenzi found a stored away 
heater, which is as well as my stuff from yesterday's wash is still damp too! 

Now that I’m at Mount Saint Michel, I have now re-joined the Michael line or Via 
Michaelis; I start to head south east tomorrow and for the next six weeks! It's a long 
one tomorrow all way to Mayenne 90kms. Breakfast is not until 8am, so I'll pack the 
bike beforehand, so can get in as many miles as possible before lunch. 

No doubt I will dream of baguettes, gouty toes, and terrible riding conditions whilst 
being chased by someone very much looking like my host! 
 



Day 3 
Great weather, too much baguette, a fight with a US official, and a very long ride. 

I feel a little bad about yesterday's description of my host. Whilst its accurate, it was 
a bit unkind. On top of which he made a good breakfast, including a tray of his own 
conserves, such as red bean, banana, and even nettle. Rude Laurenzi nearly piped 
up with was there one made of old tyres?!! 

Gouty toe still there but hurts little, so have decided to ignore the bright red digit. Left 
later than planned at 8.45 with a fresh wind at my back. This I imagine is helpful in a 
sailboat but it just felt a bit too chilly on a bike. Last night's storms are just a memory, 
there really was little evidence that it blew most of the night. 

Today I'm heading to Mayenne, failing that I'll tack across to Ernee, about 25kms 
nearer. In the end made it the full 90kms in seven hours including a few short 
breaks. The first town was Saint James, and yes its spelt that way. I couldn't resist 
taking a photo of a large sign announcing Saint James Hospital. What do you mean 
why? The famous blues standard, Saint James Infirmary, of course, otherwise it 
would be an odd thing to photograph! It’s a nice little town but sadly most of its 
businesses have shut down. True of most of France. Went in search of a pump and 
my fool's errand cost me a 2kms detour. 

 

 

I saw a sign for the American Cemetery so rode in. Took a couple of photos, when a 
French speaking security guard gave me a hard time about bringing in my bike and 
for using the wrong gate. He would not let go, insisting that I carry my fully laden bike 
up a flight of granite stairs. Would he help me? He said no and in return I offered him 
seven letters made into two simple words. Under his US Embassy badge, I saw he 
actually worked for G4S. I told him I was cycling back out of the wrong gate, at which 
began to trot towards it, giving me enough time to build up speed so as to get around 
him and through the two sets of gates. Dante would have to create another infernal 
tier for companies like G4S! 



 

I enjoyed the rather less cutesy town of Louvigne du Desert, where I actually found a 
pump at the local Route U supermarket. I didn't want to leave my bike locked outside 
otherwise I would have to remove all the bags, so I confidently wheeled it in. Loaded 
up with water, pump and handlebar tape. This 2kms detour was definitely worth it! I 
set off towards Landivy where I bought another baguette sarnie and a little tart. A 
small side road opposite the boulangerie was called Hell's Road - Rue de l'Enfer. 
When I queried this, I was casually told that's where the devil lives! Odd really as I 
thought it was on Pennsylvania Avenue! 

 

Stopped at a delightful and uber-clean village La Doree. It lived up to its name. I ate 
my lunch there under the watchful eye of the local Gothic church. I was surprised by 
so much wildlife and most of it alive: kites, kestrels, a buzzard, a hobby, and maybe 
even a merlin. Sadly, a squashed red squirrel and a couple near-two-dimensional 
hedgehogs reminded me of the hidden costs of driving. 

Stocked up with more water at Gorron but took a wrong turn and ended up doing the 
last six kms on a fast road into Mayenne. Surprisingly got to the hotel 30 minutes 



before they opened but they let me in anyway. Mind you it's better to get rid of a 
wheezing, red faced, fat man in lycra before your other guests arrive! They even had 
a locked cellar for bikes, though at first, I thought it might actually be my room! 

As in previous trips: stretch, hydrate, shower, wash clothes, eat snack, kip! Took a 
stroll in town and it's really very nice but again almost every business was closed 
down. Had a good look around the magnificent church of Notre Dame; le Chateau; 
and the town's elevated waterfront. My pictures do it no justice. 

 

I particularly liked Notre Dame, a great apse, high nave, and lovely side chapels. It 
felt it had been let down by the very amateur, modern frescoes done in the style 
inspired by post war Christian liberation theology, much loved in South America. 
Rude Laurenzi said it looked as if were painted by primary school children. Luckily 
no one else heard him! 

Poor dinner again tonight. Le Mans is a bigger city and will be sure to have more 
choice. First, I have to get there in one piece. I trust I don't tonight dream of despotic 
men in uniform trying to force feed me stale baguettes and road kill! 



 
Day 4 
Had to abandon today's last few kms. Got to Le Mans and not a boy racer in sight. A 
nutter joins me for lunch. Le Mans old town is a dream. 

Was on the road by 8am but was regretting eating so much but the breakfast was 
really generous. I don't mean sausages, black pudding, etc but good European fare. 
I realise, finally, that you can still over-eat just on healthy stuff! 

Two hills to get out of town, followed by a ridge road for about 30 minutes. A delight 
at this point; sunny, dry, and breezy. By my first stop at that the floral village of 
Grazay, the hills had begun to spring up. At Bais, I had a second breakfast at a small 
cafe run by a grumpy couple, who looked not unlike the Mays. I wondered what she 
was up to, now that its Boris' turn to screw up the country! 

The hills just kept coming, and at around 45kms, at Sille au Guillaume, I had to walk 
for a bit as the pain in my nether regions had got so bad, I could no longer stay in the 
saddle. Decided to eat my lunch at the town's attractive late 19th C station. 

Sitting quietly hoping to will-away my pain and at the same time desperately looking 
for ways to massage the affected area without getting arrested, when along comes a 
not easily identifiable person. I genuinely was unsure about gender, sex, religion etc. 
When she spoke, and she did the entire time we were on the same bench, I realised 
she was definitely a woman. She was in a terrible state and huddled a can of what 
must have been a French equivalent of White Lightning. She eventually got round to 
asking for money - to buy food - so I gave a nice looking cookie, I had with me. She 
soon left. I felt bad for her and the millions of others like her. They are no longer part 
of society, so where do they belong? 

Get back on the saddle and its really uncomfortable but want to see the pain 
through. After 90 minutes or so and I have to stop. Get my bearings and there's a 
station a couple of kms away at Dromfront. I walk into the village like someone 
wearing an over-sized incontinence pad. Train soon arrives and it's just a few 
minutes into central Le Mans. During which time I re-orient the saddle by facing the 
tip downwards slightly. It seemed to do the trick, attested by a short ride to my 
accommodation, which was a couple of kms away. 

The hotel is like a halls of residence and is undergoing a refurbishment. It's cheap, 
staff are helpful, and its clean. Wash a pile of stuff and try to relax after my painful 
ordeal but I'm restless. By 4.30 I'm heading up to the old town. Now all I knew of LM 
was its primacy in French motorsport, a sort of urban Silverstone, if you will. It’s 
obvious I know nothing of racing but I did once meet James Hunt in the mid-70s and 
at Silverstone. I remember he was a lot taller than me...nothing new there, I hear you 
say somewhat unkindly. 

The old town, wow. It's so Flemish, one could easily believe its Ghent. It was 
beautifully preserved. Winding cobbled streets; external timber frames; sandstone 
coloured blocks; and antique looking interiors. The jewel in their crown was without 
doubt the magnificent cathedral dedicated to St Julian. Imagine Notre Dame (Paris) 
crossed with Westminster Abbey. Gothic and Classical on the outside but delightfully 
plain in a majestic sort way inside. It boasts a massive pipe organ and plethora of 
side chapels. The sheer scale of the edifice alone is impressive. I was unaware of St 
Julian, as I imagine some of you are; when did Mr Clary get beatified?  



 



 

I buy some hot chicken, salad and wraps, and head back. Its 8pm local time and I 
can barely stay awake, so I'll bid you a bon nuit, as they like to say in Luton! 



 
Day five 
Managed the whole etape to Vendome. Saw lots of wildlife but mostly dead. Ate 
loads, again! 

Woken by a couple fighting on the street below my window. It went on for what 
seemed ages. I had considered offering my services as a mediator but then heard 
them both sobbing loudly, thought better of it. Not sure why people think it's alright to 
fight like that in a public place at 5am! At 5.30 various folk were moving fruit and veg 
on noisy barrows with metal edged wheels and talking loudly in what must one of the 
West African languages. I abandoned any plans to dream further. 

When I talk to friends, they often say that they don't dream at all. I have several 
dreams a night, and sometimes remember them with clarity. Especially those were 
I'm being chased by a thing that simply won't stop or die! You've all experienced this 
sort of thing in real life, when Jehovah's Witnesses keep coming back despite telling 
them you're really an alien reptile and a part time Satanist! 

Helped myself to coffee in the hotel lobby. I say hotel lobby but think building site 
with a communal function! The lifts are small and will only take my bike if held 
vertically ie balancing it on its back wheel. I can only imagine what other guests 
make of it, seeing me reversing out panting whilst trying to balance a fully laden bike. 
Maybe they think it's a quaint English traditional activity like cheese rolling or 
pretending to enjoy jellied eels! 

A couple of hills and Le Mans is left behind. What follows is almost an hour of level 
riding. Joy. This continues as far as Bouloire. Stop for coffee and water at a place 
frequented by folk of all ages, whose faces express fear and resentment. Who can 
blame them, some old Brit (of sorts) turns up uninvited on a bike and all he spends is 
€5. Economic insecurity leads to social instability. I remember how we Italians were 
treated in 1960s, yet by the end of the decade, when there was plenty of work to go 
round, the xenophobia died down. Modern capitalism doesn't care about nations or 
local communities, for that to happen people must start to care about each other. I'm 
sorry about that, Righteous Laurenzi got in a couple of lines in whilst I was 
distracted! 

So much wildlife dead on the road, I lost count of the flattened hedgehogs. It upsets 
me, not just on grounds of biodiversity loss but they appear like a remnant of some 
earlier mammalian form. A bit like Nigel Farage. Included alongside of numerous 
dead kestrels, was a peregrine. An amazing bird. I once saw one of these masters of 
speed intentionally smash into a pigeon over the Thames, breaking its neck instantly, 
and conveniently just under its nest atop of the Tate Modern chimney. 

After Bouloire its three hours of unrelenting hills, up and down! There's a picture of a 
plane tree lined road, masking the fact it's almost at the top of a steep hill. Intended 
to stop for an early lunch at Saint Calais, that's right, it's really called that. A nice little 
town but feels like everyone's gone away for the summer. The delightful river Annille 
runs through it, sadly the photos don't really convey its tranquility. The shot of a nice 
building with the sunburst, is actually a covered market but closed for the season. Its 
church, Notre Dame, is under extensive external repair. Yes, they're all called Notre 
Dame but not yet seen any Quasimodo-like characters. A quick peak inside and it 
looks like a larger version of the one found in my father's home village, Collescipoli in 
Umbria, a sort of dark baroque. I'm sure there's a name for that genre?!! 

 



 

Had lunch on the steps of a church in the village of Epuisay. Not much happening 
except a lot of coming and going at Chez Nelly, which I assumed was a bar/resto. 
Never did find out what. Probably French lunch time bingo played blindfold, just to 
make it more interesting! 

The final run down to Vendome was along an easy cycle route. Yes, a cycle lane so 
wide that drunken Frenchmen could drive along it thus avoiding the main road! For 
reasons now unclear to me, at the outskirts of the town I blindly followed the cycle 
route signs. Up a massive hill, into a wood so dark, I had to remove my sunglasses. 
The rest of the journey to my accommodation was straightforward but noted only one 
place to eat, in what is a glorified industrial estate. 

The hotel is fine and run by a rather timid Indian family. Rooms dark and stuffy plus 
no AC on what has become a hot afternoon. Tried Spotify and the 1970s soundtrack 
was too good to nap to. Sorted tomorrow's accommodation in Romantin. Headed out 
for an early dinner at next door's cowboy-themed grill. It was closed despite a notice 
to the contrary advertising its opening hours. I found the staff around the back 
smoking an assortment of products, indeed, I think one was actually a cigarette! The 



manager seemed resentful at having to move. Got no sympathy from me. I had to 
send back my salad as it was obviously made yesterday but the steak was pretty 
good. Do people really like these themed places? I especially don't enjoy Italian 
restaurants decked out to look like 18th C Sorrento! My kind of place, for those 
familiar with London, are Hot Stuff in Stockwell or Marie's in Waterloo. Good food no 
décor or fuss! 

Another long ride tomorrow. I'll dream of you non-dreamers and try to remember 
them for you! 

 
  



Day 6 
Long ride. Weather heating up. Too many early morning errors. 

I know I suggested I might remember your dreams for you so-called non-dreamers 
but this morning I couldn't remember a thing! My dreams are often so involved and 
complex, I get lost in them myself! 

I decided not to wait for the 8am breakfast, as I hoped to be on the road by 7. In itself 
this was ok but to leave town without finding a cafe was downright reckless. If in 
doubt head for a station but no, Earnest Laurenzi goes flying up the bypass and a 
couple hills later realises two things. First, he really should have eaten before setting 
off; and second, he was on the wrong road! I can tell you I had words with him, once 
I got my breath back, of course. 

Popped into the village of Villaromain, such a promising name, but it's a ghost town. 
Next tried the aerodrome whose cafe opens at 7am apparently, well not today! 
Finally, rewarded by the lovely village of La Chapelle-Vendomoise. A boulongerie 
and a cafe. Two pain au raisin later and large cup of overly strong coffee, I'm flying 
once more. 

Most of today has been on cycle lanes, unusual but generally good. One beautiful 
stretch south of Blois, started so well but ended feeling like I was cycling through a 
very long quarry! The road profile was very kind. In fact, the easiest so far, which 
how I managed over 90kms by 2.30pm. 

Why I chose to stop at a town that makes downtown Detroit look attractive, I don't 
know. My choices are based on two things. First, it has to be broadly on the Michael 
Line; and second, it needs to be affordable. I'm staying at Romorantin Lanthenay. Its 
name is the most interesting thing about it! 

The treat of the day must be the town of Blois, which straddles the Loire. It does so 
with real style and verve. Signs were confusing but eventually found the tourist 
office, staffed by very bright, young people who also like to say no! Why the 
exaggerated contortions of the face and shrugging of shoulders. I only asked them to 
stamp my pilgrim passport, better known as a credential, or as they say in Wigan, 
credenziale. Apparently, the Chateau does it nowadays and as its only across the 
beautiful square, it’s no hardship to get there. The young woman at the info desk 
must have trained at the same place as her colleagues in the TO....shrugging of 
shoulders...you get the picture. From a distance a third party might have assumed I'd 
asked whether she’s tried bacon flavoured yoghurt! Try the ticket office, who say yes 
and produce a stamp on my credenziale but its so faint it resembles a water stain. 
When I ask why she doesn't ink it up, yes you guessed it, the whole shrugging 
routine once more. Hopeless people. To top it all a small bar/shop in the square 
charged me €4 for a bottle of water! 



 

The Chateau and square are both beautiful and interesting, just so French but the 
best bit was the river Loire itself...its stunning. Most rivers look like the Thames, a 
sort brown with a hint of green....obviously, not Hampshire's lovely Itchen, of course. 
The bridges are impressive and like wide bridges of old, they arch towards the 
centre. The place was awash with day riders esp along the banks of the Loire, all of 
whom sensibly avoided me! 

I appreciate that some of you might not enjoy my description of dead wildlife I only 
mention this daily carnage because it upsets me. I did see a live deer today leaping 
about. Sadly, also saw a large and recently dead buzzard and a flattened pine 
marten. Beautiful creatures. 

I've had complaints from a couple of you, that the photos aren't clear about what's 
what. As I've only just worked out how to upload pictures, it's a safe bet that it'll be 
ages before I learn how to do anything clever on FB. 

Not even 8.30 local time and I'm flagging, can't fall asleep yet, there's a piece of tart 
to eat, Greedy Laurenzi snuck it in the shopping basket earlier on! 

 



Day 7 
Shorter ride. Lots to see. Weather really heating up. Trouble with bike. 

Had I not undertaken this pilgrimage, I'd have been at Rebecca and Mo's wedding 
today. Rebecca is my cousin Milly's youngest. Lots of happiness to you guys. 

I did remember a dream but it was so painfully awful that I can't even share a 
summary. There’s a weird school of thought that we draw down both good and bad 
from the universe – true or not, it’s probably not worth taking the risk! I have a friend 
who believes that we are just a form of cosmic betting scheme. I'll unpick it a bit. 
Humans were given awareness therefore they stopped being like other mammals, so 
now they're able to choose. Our invisible observers are betting on the choices we 
make. Miracles and so-called acts of God, are merely one of the punters trying to 
influence an outcome! A bit weird for me! 

On the road by 8am and it was really fresh. Three layers needed. I wasn't fully 
awake/concentrating and Earnest Laurenzi took over again and after a couple of kms 
were at a dead end in a wood staring at a motorway through a fence! You should 
have heard Rude Laurenzi shouting and cursing about Googlemaps. It turns out that 
none of us had bothered reading it properly! 

River side ride along the original road to Vierzon and its lovely - not a hill in sight. 
The first hour's memorable spot was Villefranche sur Cher. A couple pics of the small 
town and canalised section of the river Cher. Further down in Langon I was surprised 
to see a Blues museum and shop. Mississippi or Chicago yes, but not rural France. 

 

 



 

Hills start in around Menneton sur Chatres, another delightful medieval town. Push 
on as I'm keen for a good break at the half point, the city of Vierzon. What was 
surprising when I got there was that the most attractive building in the town was the 
railway station! Large numbers of drunken folk did nothing to improve the ambience. 
Stop on the far side of town as I need to make adjustments, especially to the saddle. 
And we all know what happened last time! 

 

Stupidly Earnest Laurenzi over-adjusted it and made it hard to stay upright, kept 
sliding forward. After an hour of hills, silly saddles, and searing dry winds, I gave up 
and took a break in what turned out to be nice little historic town, Mehun sur Yevre. 
Plonked myself under the shade of a tree and got the saddle angle perfect. Thus 
making the fourth hour of riding easier than the previous one! The town itself is 
undergoing a complete road system renovation, which made riding through it a 
bumpy affair but pretty nonetheless. 

 

Last set of hills and you crest towards Bourges. What a lovely city. Clean, orderly 
and with a Flemish influence, as the pics try to show. It too has the river Yevre 
running through it. The star of the show is without doubt the colossal St Etienne's 



cathedral. It is vast and truly majestic. I was there for three hours and would have 
stayed longer had they a toilet! Got my credenziale stamped without hitch by a 
young man who knew what an ink pad was for! Took a crypt tour but it was in French 
so much of what I think I learned is probably self-invention! I stayed on for an organ 
recital by the master of Chartres, who as you'd imagine was pretty good but between 
each piece, one of the good burghers of Bourges would introduce it with excruciating 
detail, most of which I didn't get anyway! 

 

 

Got bitten by something earlier and they are now having seconds. My arms and legs 
have developed a rather fetching dappled look. My accommodation is fine and just 
across from the station. The area is lively even on a Sunday evening. The city has a 
relaxed feel to it, and very few boarded up shops and businesses. 



   

     

   



   

I'm falling asleep as I write this post, so please forgive the typos and missing words! 

 
  



Day 8 
A pretty good day all in all. Few hills. Left region of Loire and ended up in 
Bourgogne. A terrific end to the day. 

It was already 20°C when I set off at 7.45am, it didn't bode well. A good breakfast 
but I couldn't eat very much. Hadn't slept well and woke up a couple of times from 
ultra-vivid dreams, nothing too scary this time. The city was still not fully awake as I 
rode across painfully bumpy cobbled streets, past the vast cathedral and beyond. 
Lost signal and for the next two hours I would be without confirmation of my precise 
location. So guessed I was due to be broadly heading towards Moulins and rode on. 

I was almost right but ended up going increasingly east as opposed to south east. 
Today, like yesterday has been fairly flat barring the odd hill. Passed through a near 
dead village, Crosses, lots of abandoned houses. The beautifully named Jussy 
Champagne, sounds like a 1950s drag act, didn't have a single shop. Cut back 
across towards the main road at Blet, where an enterprising baker was running 
everything out of her small store. Stopped for a pastry and coffee plus bought a 
sarnie and water for later. An old, and probably senile, woman sat on the bench 
where I'd put my stuff, so yielded the only spot to sit in town! She kept asking me if I 
spoke Spanish, I tried to explain but gave up after about the third time. Poor thing, I 
hope she has had a decent life and has some great memories but something tells 
me otherwise. 

    

  

 

Caught sight a wonderful bit of wildlife, an adult pine marten. I love the way they 
scuttle across the ground, it’s almost like undulating, as might a snake but along a 
different plane, obviously! They are masters of the canopy and it is said they hold the 



key to a successful return of the red squirrel to England. Not sure quite how they 
might do this but it could require scaring/harming/eating the grey ones! 

Stop around the corner to sort saddle, again, and only then noticed a chateau with 
lovely turrets - tours, I'm told! The weather really cooled earlier and had to apply a 
third layer but now the sun has burnt off the clouds and it was heating up. Not a 
pleasant ride on the main road but at least it was fast up to Sancoin. Not at all what I 
imagined. Not attractive or particularly interesting. What gave me a laugh was the 
TO was closed for the holidays! What could be more absurd, canteens closing at 
lunchtimes! 

 

 

Found a quiet, shady spot by a long-abandoned play area, and had a decent break, 
ate my lunch and was grateful for a returning phone signal! I could arrive at my BnB 
by 1pm at my current rate, which is really too early for a private provider. Decide to 
take detour up to Saint Pierre but the hill at the edge of town put me off, so did a loop 
across country towards Livry, my final destination for today. Could smell fire from 
kms back but assumed it was wheat stubble burning, sadly, it was a lovely barn 
attached to a farmhouse. The picture doesn't look dramatic but from the other side 
you could see the scale of the damage. Firefighters were still there, and it felt a bit 
voyeuristic, so took a quick snap and left. 

Got to my accommodation at 1.45 and hosts Jean-Michel and Nadette were very 
welcoming. There's a picture of the driveway and front of what was once a working 
farmhouse and barn. It was so hot that my hand washed clothes I put out were totally 
dry by 5pm! Makes you wonder what this heat is doing to our skin. 



     

 

 

  

In my email to my hosts I mentioned I was on a bike and asked if there was anything 
nearby to grab a bite. They offered to cook me a meal. What turned up was terrific. 
Melon and cherry tomatoes; pasta; cheeses; and pear ice cream. They keep refusing 
payment for dinner, so might sneak them some dosh anyway. JM even offered me 
some wine which I did fancy but with the heat and exertion, it was probably right to 
stick to water. Alright I'm a chicken and took the boring option! Not had a drink for 
about 9 days, in fact since leaving home, and oddly, not much wanted one. I'll have 
one when I cross the Alps, like Hannibal minus both soldiers and elephants! He may 
also have had a Dawes tourer, you never know! 

Tomorrow I re-join the river Loire and follow it towards my destination of Digoin, 
which is pronounced Klomgastrix, yes, it surprised me too! 
  



 

Day 9 
Where do I start with today? Let's say it's like a sandwich made of nice bread but 
with an awful filling. If my words feel odd, it’s because I'm so tired, I may nod off 
before completing the post. How did I ride for eight hours and cover well over 
100kms? 

Great start. Breakfast outside on my own at 7am, the other guests sensibly laying in 
a bit longer. JM is such a sweetie, I'd really consider returning but with a car next 
time! Yesterday's lube job on the chain and derailleurs was noticeable. I missed the 
proposed cycle route, as I was looking for a road not a gravel track! Corrected my 
route and headed back in the direction of Dornes. Nice square but otherwise dead. 
The only food available was an out of town Intermarche. A soul-less shopping 
experience. This is where I go majorly wrong. Head SE as planned but end up SW 
and find myself on the edge of Moulins. 

Moulins to Digoin is a long way. After a short break, I search for a cycle-able route, 
which in fairness is shown but it's a hotchpotch of joined up roads, so yes, got lost. 
Followed a signed local cycle route which took me over hills and not much closer to 
my destination. Interestingly had I not, I would not then have seen a luxury complex 
being built around a safari park near Pal. Get to Dompierre stop for a breather and 
more water. Find a straightforward route to the Loire canal by Diou and go for it. 
Reach canal and it's still 25kms to go but at least it was car free and flat. 

Caught the edge of the storm front but despite rumbles of thunder it rained gently 
and only for a short while. The main weather front passes tomorrow and the day 
after - joy! 

Saw quite few buzzards, even close up, their upper wing colours were so much 
duller than the lower. Heard kites galore but didn't actually see any today. Saw my 
second lizard, must be getting closer to the Med! 

The ride along the canal path was full of cyclists, mostly day trippers but all going the 
other way. What do they know, I don’t? Sections of the canal route reminded me of 
the Francigena etape into Tergenier. I remember it well, I split my heel! There's 
something about abandoned infrastructure that both appeals and saddens me. The 
grain silo, lock keepers cottages, unused side roads, and signs most of us can no 
longer understand. 

   

 



 

 

I was in such a grumpy mood that I wanted to not like Digoin or at the very least 
have a fight with hotel reception over their absurd 17.30 check-in policy but no, one 
sight of the extraordinary aqueduct that crosses the river Loire - yes, the canal goes 
over the river, continuing on through the small town. I hadn't realised you're 
supposed to walk your bike across the aqueduct due to the high risk of falling into 
the canal or worst still into the river below! 

Hotel staff here remind me of small town USA. Just working here until something 
better comes along. I asked for a ground floor room but got one on the second floor 
with no lift. I had to carry my gear and bike up two flights of steps. It would have 
been a challenge any day for me but more so after the exceptionally long day. 

My short walk around the town revealed its businesses were either shut permanently 
or for the holidays. The lovely independent cinema, the Majestic, closes at the end of 
the season! Pretty dead town but still quite attractive. I found only smartish restos 
open, so ate at my down at heel hotel grill/bar. The food was OK but the atmosphere 
was very faux Planet Hollywood. The car inside was, of course, a Citroen! 

  



  

 

 

 

Two days of rain and the start of some serious hills, nay mountains to come. Macon 
tomorrow evening. I wonder how many times I'll get lost?!! 

  



 

 
Day 10 
About four days from Italy. Shattering day. Poor start. Got worse. Fallen out with 
Google. A separation in the offing. 

It rained most of the night, a sort of quiet useful rain, good for both nature and 
farmers. The 50m walk from the hotel to bar/resto was a bit damp to say the least. If 
the two young women from last night's meal, went to the same training school, this 
morning I met the trainer. The breakfast itself was alright but the service was so bad 
I had wanted to video it. She refused me a plate on the ground there were saucers I 
could use. The sort that fit with the pile of cups next to them, I point out in vain. All I 
get is a fleeting shrug. To make matters worse, I chip my front tooth. Angry Laurenzi 
was all for a fight. I should have let him loose there! 

Carry bike and all my gear down two flights of stairs and get ready for a wet start. I'm 
grateful to my fellow cyclist back in London, Paulo Seth, for his helpful hints; like  - 
it’s often easier just getting wet! Chose not to take the canal to Paray but a small D 
road. Worked a treat as I was wondering round the town by 9am. Got provisions and 
headed out. Made the mistake of asking a local for advice about routes. First big 
mistake. Almost an hour later I'm back close to Paray once more. This wasn't an 
error as such but the road I hoped to take had changed its designation, bikes no 
longer allowed! Next mistake is following the route to Charolles proposed by google. 
It took until 11.30 to get there. Not helped by horrendous road works and you've 
guessed it - a change of designation. A guy pulled me over in what looked like the 
local equivalent of the AA/ RAC and explained about the change and how best to 
reach Charolles. Nice man. 

Charolles, the place that gives its name to those massive ivory coloured cows, was 
very nice. Lots small bridges, squares, and a market. There were some dancers with 
large hats and clogs by the stalls. The beef farmers were out in force. They were 
handing out tiny cubes of delicious beef steak but before I noticed, Greedy Laurenzi 
had gobbled down three! I wanted to take a peek in the town's large church, so 
asked a woman and her son, to watch my bike whilst I dashed in. In the subsequent 
conversation with her, she warned me about trusting Italians once I cross the border, 
on the grounds that they'll steal your stuff and then charge you for the privilege. I 
didn't have heart to tell her! Racial stereotypes are both awful and, in this case, 
funny, though best avoided in general. Ate a snack, repacked my wet weather gear 
and headed up those big hills. 

    

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=153665049150615&set=pcb.153665265817260&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARC568wBwaAP3FrYjUFhfJFXzF8ueYGzT4GaJvqVrIfUTLbF_WTyOoa8B0qrl_4uIFe24imXB0J7hDzM
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=153665049150615&set=pcb.153665265817260&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARC568wBwaAP3FrYjUFhfJFXzF8ueYGzT4GaJvqVrIfUTLbF_WTyOoa8B0qrl_4uIFe24imXB0J7hDzM


 

I followed google to the letter, stopping at every intersection or fork. Two things. First 
they take you along the most ridiculous roads, up punishing hills, and constantly 
changing routes. And second, the proposed route itself changed, whilst I was staring 
at my phone! Abandoned the phone and took to the roads, I chose. 

 



The route should have been five hours plus breaks, say six. It took eight and half! 
Picked up the old road to Macon about 40kms away and flew along it despite the 
rain. There's a pic of the lavoir where I took shelter and had a snack. Those that 
followed my 2017 trip will be numb by my constant references to these marvellous 
pieces of washing history.  

 

 

 

At a confluence of routes near Les Vachets, the options were to go a long way round 
and not so hilly, or shorter and very hilly, two big ones to be precise. Went for the 
latter. At the top of the second, I switched to a cycle path, which was so steep, felt 
like 45°. Even in the lowest of the 30 gears available to me, I only just made it. At the 
top there's a confusing junction of two roads, cycle track, and high speed rail. To 
make matters more complex there were numerous references to a tunnel. I assumed 
it was the railway bridge up ahead but no, it was a real, hand cut tunnel from eons 
ago. Almost 2kms long and pitch black. It’s called the tunnel de bois de St Clair or 



something very much like it. The odd thing is that the weather and landscape looked 
different once out at the other end. Warmer, sunnier and now endless fields of 
grapevines. 

 

 

 

Stuck to the cyclepath until the centre which was really helpful. My phone battery 
had died, due to the prolonged use of Google maps, and couldn't remember my 
accommodation details! All I remembered was that it had a view of the river. Get to 
river and walk slowly hoping I'd recollect the name of the accommodation, which I 
did! Got a small room in the attic space overlooking the river. Couldn't rest plus I 
needed to get my credenziale stamped. Rushed out without my sunglasses, disaster, 
in this now bright sunshine, how would they know I was Italian?! 

 



 

Google took me to the long-abandoned ruins of the old cathedral, which whilst 
atmospheric wasn't what I needed. Got to the newer one and its mostly covered in 
tarps and scaffolding. The front has been cleaned up; whilst the architectural style is 
massive it’s also very dull. Looked more like a city hall than a church. No one there, 
so leg it to another church, the huge edifice of St Peter's; beautiful style, immense 
but sadly closed! At the TO, next door, was about to close and a very helpful, friendly 
young woman stamped my credenziale for me. 

Now the sad news about a separation. I got an emailed letter from solicitors 
representing my bottom, its filing for divorce. It’s had enough, it is leaving me or I 
should say the rest of me. It seems a bit drastic we didn't even talk about it! On the 
Francigena in 2017, my feet filed with the UN, on the grounds of cruel and unusual 
treatment, so a precedent had already been set! 

I really do need to find a better navigation option as I can't do a third day in row of a 
100+kms. My Garmin only tells where I am and now Google make it up as we go 
along! I will go old school and look at a map, preferably one with contours! 

Amberieu tomorrow the start of Alpine foothills. I wonder how many kms I'll actually 
do and how many times I get lost! 
  



 
 
Day 11 
I really don't know where to start with any kind of description of my awful day. I had 
thought to just leave it as day 11, without any text. It's not been a kind or generous 
sort of day, and France has not been seen at its best. It's ranty post, so if you're not 
in the mood, skip to tomorrow! 

I'll start at the beginning. Woke early as the tip of my tongue was sore from scaping 
across my chipped front tooth all night. The misty view across the river was inspiring. 
Not sure I've done it justice. I felt weak and none too bright. Felt slowly worse during 
breakfast, partly because the sun was blasting through the window. I suspect not 
getting a short rest when I got in yesterday was at the root of things. I have a small 
but painful lump developing at the top of my right leg. Not sure where you'd put it. It's 
where the thigh becomes a buttock. Enough anatomy for one day! Nothing serious, 
about the size of a small hazel nut kernel, or should you prefer Colonel Hazel. Sorry 
couldn't resist it! 

 

Make a decision to reduce my mileage by taking a 20 minute train ride to the next 
town, Bourg en Bresse. A good plan and leave by 8am. The city gare is only a few 
minutes walk away and Trainline says there is a service. Get there and no, it's a bus 
replacement service and no they don't take bikes. I could catch a train to Lyon and 
all the way back Bourg en Brese. This seemed nonsensical at the time! It appears 
there’s a TGV station at Loche, then it's a 20 minute ride into BEB, but the station is 
miles away- think Heathrow to Kings Cross but in proportion to Macon. 

After a hot ride to Loche, on a sore bottom, I'm sold a €4 ticket but told I can't take on 
my bike! It was suggested I could sneak on or ask the conductor. Train line and 
Macon station both confirm there's a bike compartment on this train. A minute to go 
and the guy who sold me ticket runs out to tell the conductor I'm on the train. I am 
thrown off unceremoniously without any proper explanation, just interdit repeated ad 
nauseam. When he grabbed my bike, a deep and feral sound seemed to emanate 
from some visceral place probably best kept well hidden. I am now left at 9.30 with 
no way of getting to BEB and 40 minutes away in the wrong direction. Cycle back to 
Macon gare where a timid but large (and none too bright) official was trying to 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=153902302460223&set=pcb.153902575793529&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCYyFEv40cv_BXCCY54mKHIuMgVJ5wM5ftrjbR4I78IBXRZ_o8yblthLapdruwB0yQ1NTvkzSmFbe73
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=153902302460223&set=pcb.153902575793529&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCYyFEv40cv_BXCCY54mKHIuMgVJ5wM5ftrjbR4I78IBXRZ_o8yblthLapdruwB0yQ1NTvkzSmFbe73


explain this situation to me. For instance why during the summer holidays are the 
trains people want to use for their holidays, replaced with buses? And how on earth 
do people in wheelchairs get onto platforms without a lift in sight? Apparently, they 
have to book it 48 hours in advance and they are carried. Which of course, is not 
likely and I may well have misheard. It meant that I and an elderly Swiss couple had 
to carry fully laden bikes down and then up steps. 

It's now nearly 10.30 and I'm still in Macon feeling awful, angry, and stressed. I catch 
a train to Lyon, which I could have caught two hours earlier, and the steps to board it 
are a metre above the platform! I struggle to push the bike that high, it slips and the 
exposed mud guard stay gets buried into my left shin. Putting aside the pain, blood 
began trickling down my leg into my shoe. The only person to help was the elderly 
Swiss woman. 

Change at Lyon and I'm furious with everyone and everything. I forgot about the 
injury plus it gave me a little street cred! Descending from the train I am helped 
whether through fear or genuine concern, by a huge man with terrifying halitosis, and 
a young blond woman, who wore her hair like the Elves in Lord of the Rings. It didn't 
help that she had especially large ears! Elves aside, her act was appreciated, even if 
she thought that pushing the bike on top of me was helpful. I was followed by an old 
woman with a heavy suitcase clearly struggling to descend the same train, and it 
was left to me to help her whilst holding onto my bike! 

Buy the most expensive bagel known to man or consumer, €7.5! And find the right 
platform. I didn't mind the train being late but the fact that the only loo was locked 
shut was painful. Decide to descend at Ambérieu-en-Bugey, its first stop, at 1pm and 
I was worried that I wouldn't end up reaching a viable destination anywhere soon. In 
the end, managed a lovely three hour ride to Morestel, where I'm staying. 

I got lost towards the end but that was my fault for missing the signpost. With my 
early morning shenanigans and the afternoon's ride it was probably only about 
60kms. I found a good route pretty much straight south. Bearing in mind that the 
Michaeline route runs more or less southeast from Mont Saint Michel, a few 
deviations are needed as it would make crossing the Alps near impossible. 

 



 

Two highlights. The first was a roadside fruit stall with deliciously ripe peaches and 
apricots. I bought a large bag to see me through the afternoon’s ride, plus the guy 
gave me couple of overripe fruit that had been in the sun too long. These warm fruits 
tasted like a hot fruit pie. The second was whilst waiting for the accommodation to 
open at 5pm a fellow traveller, Jacqueline, from Delpht, and I decided to have a 
beer. My first drink this trip and soon followed by a kebab, sitting on a wall. It was the 
first time my heart rate was close to normal today. 

Apologies for what must read like a rant. Increasingly the apparatus of the state, 
makes us pay for goods not just with our hard-earned cash but with our mental 
health. The man who sold me the train ticket at Loche didn't have to do what he did, 
so why do it? I am sure that working in a bureaucracy must be nearly as bad as 
being a customer or service user. Imagine working for DWP or child protection 
services. It must get to you in the end. 

Tomorrow the start of the real Alps with an etape to Chambery. A real test of the 
state of my legs. 
  



 

Day 12 
Long, hot, frustrating 7 hour ride. Went through a mountain. The Alps are beautiful. I 
think I'm staying in a brothel. More about that later! 

Hotel manager in Morestal dissuaded me from taking the road route to Chambery, 
on the grounds the road's too narrow, too much traffic and its very hilly. So head out 
on the long distance cycle route, Via Rhona. The idea is to replace 70 kms with 
around 100kms of easy riding. I bought into the logic. What I didn't expect was how 
easy it was to get lost by missing signs or misinterpreting their meaning. The new 
route would be an odd shape and difficult to describe, basically it meant going quite 
far north in order to go south, as there are, somewhat inconveniently located 
mountains everywhere! 

Having only gone as far as 29 kms in over 4 hours I was seriously worried that I'd not 
make it to tonight's destination. I wasted an hour, and around 15 kms, going around 
the small town of Saint Genix, where, I worried some locals by frequently stopping to 
shout at my phone! It was my mistake that took me off course but could find no 
solution but to ask at the TO. Now some of you are clenching your buttocks at what 
might be about to happen. Let me say straight away she was both nice and helpful 
but totally unrealistic what could be achieved in the time frame left to me. Apparently 
it would only take around another eight hours, that would give me total of 11 in the 
saddle and close to 150kms ridden. Not really an option! 

 

 

Get back on the Rhona route and enjoy half of the huge ham baguette I'd bought 
earlier, in, I believe, Evieu. Tiny but very appealing village. Whilst waiting for my 
gargantuan sarnie to be constructed, I refilled my water bottles and topped them with 
my glucose and electrolytes powder, all good except the powder bag opened up in 
my panniers. I was seen shouting, waiving my arms about, and kicking a red carrier 
bag around the car park, in a whirlwind of white powder. Another coke dealer goes 
bonkers and starts impersonating John Cleese! 



  

 

 



Decide on a radical course. I'll follow the VR up to Balme/Yenne and try to ride up 
over the top as if towards Aix les Bains. Stop for some juice and local info. Meet two 
impossibly old woman on state of the art bikes and fully clad in lycra. They rode this 
terrain regularly and later I noticed they had great riding technique. They suggested 
a longer route up the col, known as dent du chat, then take a tunnel through to Lac 
du Bourget. After they left, the kind woman who ran the bar, said it's ok to take the 
main road up as nobody much uses the tunnels - plural. It's a long slow climb but 
only 8-9 kms to the tunnels. There's one just for pedestrians and cyclists, clean and 
well lit. It's about 1.5kms through the mountain, and the view on the other side is 
both lovely and so unmistakably European. A beautiful turquoise lake, lined with 
Mediterranean pines, and holiday homes. It's a very fast 6kms down, then pick up 
the main cycle route to Chambery. I was pleased with my risk and delighted I 
managed the climb after hours of riding beforehand. Just outside Chambery, I meet 
the younger of the two women riders, who had just accompanied her friend to 
Chambery and was now heading home herself. Incredible energy for a woman who 
must be in her early 80s. I only hope I have a fraction of that, when I'm that old. 

Reach Chambery in good time but the Booking.com map function takes me the 
wrong way. I remember that the "hotel" is near a local landmark, Fountain of 
Elephants, which everyone knows and within 30 minutes I'm at the Sanotal. No 
rooms are ready and their bar is filling up with disgruntled guests. No plans were in 
place for my bike. I balked at the suggestion of leaving it around the back locked to 
the railings, so it's now in what works as an office. I ask whether she and the family 
running it are Portuguese. She was surprised I could tell - I didn't have the heart to 
say that she had spoken about two words of French, the rest, Portuguese! 

The men in the bar look like descendants of pirates mixed with Roma. Now I know 
there are no photos of pirates but I did once watch Treasure Island with Robert 
Newton (I think!) that should give me some pirate cred! 

 

Popped into the TO for advice about tomorrow's ride, but whilst trying to help me, 
they seemed to know little about cycling or pilgrimage. So at the moment the plan is 
to just ride up a very steep valley to St Michel de Maurienne, taking me within a day 
of the Italian border. 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FBooking.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1qeEFfEemmHNXsp3mzQb250kqvIBKwfRCo3WT6-xHjbdnb1u14_Xwq9KQ&h=AT3nQUfJ99GaAZQNpjpiOOsBztuANzYOSWwepPkHhoJmHu1sqNVfNlt_G5ZIb67L9rOvg_nEonnKMx71XXeRmVHinqx2Rt2AbOtY9EiKrm5D6CgEzZCW4vBTTQe_FZo8twfkCqP-WWG7nAQjilyA2rMHbWhit2EH


 

 

The town centre is attractive and very medieval Alpine. It looks like a lot of towns in 
the broader Alpine region. I often thought that under deeper EU integration, we could 
have ended up with a Greater Alpine region. Maybe London and the SE could join 
mainland Europe as an independent state, as well as Scotland and N Ireland. Poor 
Northern Ireland, in reality no country really wants it. Aside from Sein Fein, the rest 
of the world knows the region is an economic basket case and it would just bleed 
money from any prospective treasury. 

Is this really a brothel? There are very well-dressed African women escorting men 
out of the front door, then returning inside. How many such women could realistically 
be guests and or live in a "hotel" of this size? Do I care, well yes, I not a big 
supporter of the idea of sex workers. The question I would pose is, how many 
women would do this work if they didn't need to? With the debacle around the 
introduction of Universal Credit how many more women are having to consider 
prostitution as a way to make ends meet. I hope that Iain Duncan Smith can sleep at 
night! 

As I write this post there's a screaming and badly-behaved toddler running amok in 
the street below. I know they're a group of Portuguese mothers down there, not 
because they are dressed in 1970s clothes, smoking, and shouting abuse at their 
charges, but because they are each wearing an eye patch! 
  



 

Day 13 
Close to the border. Cool weather helped the 8 hours uphill. Beautiful spots and 
surprisingly ugly towns. 

Crazy and chaotic hotel, even this morning. The friendly woman who runs, and 
maybe even owns it, didn't recognize me this morning in my civies and charged me 
for a large coffee, I was too bleary to care. Took the wrong door and found myself 
walking up through a rather nice building, which is where all the other guests were 
billeted yesterday. I'm clearly with the ne'er do wells, where I belong! 

Its drizzling but the streets are surprisingly empty for a Saturday morning. Rode out 
of town on a cycle route but got lost half a dozen times by my first stop at 
Montemelian. On the outskirts I was joined by guy going to work who kept 
mentioning the Gillet Jaune. Obviously, I knew who they were but didn't follow what 
they had to do with me. Until we turned a bend and there were around 50 yellow clad 
protesters getting ready, but for what I could not say. Got lost near to a village called 
Myan, where I stumbled on the sanctuary of Notre Dame. Not a beautiful building but 
the gold statue of the Madonna atop of it, could be seen sparkling for miles. No, not 
that Madonna, I meant the first one to have a Christmas hit! 

Stopped in the old section of Montemelian, which I found rather depressing. Enjoyed 
a good coffee but noticed that a breakfast consisting of an espresso and a cigarette 
is what everyone else was having. I say that, but my father did it every day and look 
at him.....dead at 62! 

 

 

  

 

   



    

 

I tried to re-join the cycle route but it was so steep, in deed I could barely turn the 
bike around. The route nationale was marvellous for most of the remaining 70kms. 
Took a second break in Chamousset but left after about 10 minutes, as I was 
plagued by guy whom I could not understand and who had no sense of personal 
space. I was afraid that he might fall on me or the bike, as he kept teetering. 

Re-joined the RN at Aiglebelle another uninspiring town. There was not much 
chance of getting lost as it's a straight run right up to near the Italian border. Had a 
laugh with a Dutch couple who were dining alfresco in a lay by, and who later on 
passed me a banana from their moving vehicle. 

The gradient is not severe, it feels about 1 or 2% but it’s been consistent all day. I 
was looking to stop at Saint Jean but the air was so bad from industrial activity that I 
pushed on. Thank you RTZ! Ate another snack in an accommodating layby. The real 
treat en route is Saint Michel, attractive, bustling, and a haven for cyclists. Not the 
snails like me but racing buffs. It looked like a scene from the Tour. I did get to see 
the last etape/ finish of the Tour in 2003, where Lance Armstrong won for the 
umpteenth time. That's what I need to see me through, a shed load of drugs! Sadly, 
the only thing I carry are antihistamines! 

Talking of doping, reminds me of an incident crossing the Auvergne in 2001 (I think). 
I had an enjoyable three weeks of dipping in and out the amateurs’ attempt at the 
Tour, and was now driving back to London, when I got pulled over by the police on a 
snow-capped col. They unceremoniously pulled me out of my car and would not let 
me put on any warm clothes. Sandals and shorts, shivering on the side of the road. 
They refused to tell what they were looking for until the entire contents of the car 
were on the verge. Apparently, they were after IPO. A performance enhancing drug 
of choice back then. I began shouting at them what would I be doing with IPO etc 
etc. They left me to repack everything and simply drove off. I bet they had a good 
laugh at my expense! Brexit is bound to make that a more common occurrence. 

The road surfaces so far have been very good except between Orelles and Modane. 
I had a good bit of luck on this stretch as there are tons of roadworks. A major 
diversion takes all the traffic off the RN and up a mountain road towards St Andre. 
Crossing the bridge an Italian cyclist explained that the diversion was horrific. It 



would add a couple of hours and a lot of pain. I simply rode through the diversion 
barriers where, being Saturday, nobody was about! 

Modane, where I'm staying is a bit ugly in a mountain frontier sort of way. Looks 
quite North American. Pop into the TO to source some local intel. The two women 
were brilliant, both specialising in different areas. The first explained that my chosen 
route was too dangerous and if I had to return to Modane, there was a chance that I 
would not be able to put my bike on the train. Little wonder France hasn't won the 
Tour for 30 odd years, it hardly encourages cycling! 

The other woman was a cyclist and took time to explain distances and profiles. She 
was confident that if I could cycle from London, I could probably crest Col Cenis. 
Apparently then it’s almost entirely downhill to Turin! Found the only hotel with no 
functioning wifi, so will go on the hunt for a signal. I'm posting this now as I'm going 
to bed early as I want to give myself the best chance of making it over the Col and 
not needing to be hospitalised before reaching Italy! 
  



 

 
Italy 

Day 14 
Crossed into Italy. Awful weather. Hardest day's riding so far. Torino is beautiful 
but... 

I was worried about leaving my bike in a room with two large dogs last night. 
Thought they might chew on my tyres but no just a faint whiff of K9P, or maybe that 
pong was just me! On the road by 8am and almost no traffic. I have to revise my 
statement of yesterday about Modane. I rode through the proper town centre and it 
was alright. I mistakenly thought my bit was all there was. 

The first set of killer hills were between 2 and 5% just outside of town. A few kms 
later the road passes through Termignon, a lovely but overly touristy spot. The 2kms 
climb out was shattering. Then half decent gradients all the way to Lanslebourg, 
where you either have to go back or you tackle the col! 

 

    

Loaded up with food and water. Had a coffee and a couple of mini doughnuts to take 
my mind away from what lay ahead. Lanslebourg is very much a ski and hiking spot. 
Today it was about the bike. Saw some of Europe's top brands like Pinnarello, and 
one I'd not heard of, Stevens. Only took a 20 minute break as my nerves got the 
better of me. 

The col, to give it its proper name Col Mount Cenis, is around 7000ft at the top. The 
gradient starts at 8% and jumps up to 9/10%. I stopped a few times to get my breath 
back, hydrate, and eat fruit. It would be fair to say that in that fully laden manner I 
didn't overtake anyone! Around 8kms up (its 10/11kms in total) a strong cold head 
wind hit. Unrelenting, I could just about turn the pedals without having a 20kph 
handicap. I got off before I fell off, and walked a bit, which was harder than I had 
imagined. Around a km from the top (or what I thought was the top), I was able to get 
back on the saddle but boy was it hard. 



   

Got a couple of pics in and had a fruit juice in the only bar. The owners were getting 
ready for the storms coming up from Italy. The low clouds were flying past and the 
sky darkening. Dress warmly and assume its downhill from here but there were more 
hills and now I was sweating inside my dry, cold weather gear. Got off again close to 
thousands of others but my legs were like jelly. I walked like a cross between John 
Wayne and an upright chimp. Lay down and prayed it wouldn't rain whilst I rested. 

  

  

Temperature dropped considerably, so decided to get down the mountain before 
things deteriorated further. The wind was so strong, I had to pedal hard to go 
downhill! A short break in the weather gave me an opening to hurtle down the Italian 
side. It was an hour fast into Susa. 



   

 

Had a short break in downtown Susa, then began looking for the renown Sacra di 
San Michele but apparently it was closer to Turin, so decide to head there and take a 
rest day tomorrow, visiting the Sacra by bus/train. There was no way I could ride to 
Turin, so took the short train ride to the city. The difference between Italy and 
France, even on a tiny branch-line, is that you can take your bike but you pay, €3. 
Seems reasonable. 

It starting to rain heavily on the train, mercifully it abates for the 10 minute ride to the 
small apartment I've booked for two nights. All good so far but the bike would not fit 
into the tiny lift, which meant I had to carry it up four flights of stairs! The rain starts 
hammering down accompanied by rumbles of thunder. I pop out to get a quick bite, 
and this being one of Italy's largest cities, and home to Fiat and Juventus, there's 
plenty of choice. 

  



   

 

The centre is beautiful but there are so many homeless people huddled in corners 
trying to keep dry. In one of the photos of what looks a white bundle outside of 
Timberlands, its actually an old woman. If I wasn't so tired, I would probably cry. The 
haves and have nots can't continue to live side by side indefinitely, something has to 
give. 

No bike tomorrow, I'm giving it and my legs a well-earned rest. More stormy weather 
tomorrow- joy! 
 

  



Italy 

 
Day 15 
My first rest day is not too restful. Storms. Amazing sites. The Shroud! 

It was odd getting up and not scooting off. My first day off and it's a slow start. 
Downstairs cafe due open at 8am is still closed at 9.15! Pick up breakfast bits and 
head back up to the studio flat I'm renting, in order to plan the day. My main objective 
is to visit the Sacra di San Michele, one of the key pilgrimage points on the trip. Its 
miles away and its now bucketing. 

   

 

   

 

The TOs advice was to come back Wednesday and take the special pilgrim bus - not 
helpful as I head off tomorrow! They suggest I catch a train to Avigliano and get a 
cab, which in fact is what I did. By the time the train pulled into Avigliano you could 
barely see in front of you, the rain was so heavy. It reminded me of a tropical storm. 
Could not see a taxi anywhere. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=154941362356317&set=pcb.154941649022955&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARBSFm6ERLyveuOBMU6jgL_U3mUw4ecuhJ5TSHriwaAbzlJjWQ30gsTxhTAckWJOsEEpEQIia64fjALz
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=154941362356317&set=pcb.154941649022955&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARBSFm6ERLyveuOBMU6jgL_U3mUw4ecuhJ5TSHriwaAbzlJjWQ30gsTxhTAckWJOsEEpEQIia64fjALz


 

Had the smallest shot of espresso but as strong as about three! The waitress gave 
me a number of a cab firm, who it turned out were busy but would get there soon. 
Indeed, he did, in a massive people carrier - not sure how many folk he was 
expecting or how big I might be? 

It was a good 30-minute drive up into the mountains, southwest of where I had 
descended yesterday, into Susa. The photos I had seen to date were mostly of a 
large set of ruins but oh no. It's an immense complex of buildings all looking every bit 
a fortress. Built originally in the 10th C it’s had various incarnations and was 
massively rebuilt in the 19th C. 

   

 

   

 

  



   

 

Some of the photos I took are hard to get any sense of perspective, in part due to the 
weather and in part due to me being rubbish with a phone camera. A couple I did not 
strictly take, well I did and didn't....they are my photos of photos at a photo exhibition! 
Clear now? 

   

   



 

The place is quite extraordinary. I had not even heard of it in 2017 when I first began 
thinking about this neglected pilgrim route. It has been built on a mountain top, and 
it's hard to get a sense of how high it is. On a clear day, Mount Cenis and the city of 
Turin would be crystal, but not today. The borrowed pics help give a better sense of 
scale and perspective. 

   

 

My cabbie insisted I take my time, he would contentedly wait for me as he had a pile 
of paperwork to sort. I learned that his daughter lives in the UK and he's loving 
having his granddaughter to stay. 

I won't dwell too on much on the site here as I plan to write up a bit more about it 
when I return. I can't believe I nearly gave up at Avigliano station! 

My second trip to Turin’s TO was no better. Turin prides itself on being a cycling city 
but they had not one bit of info on the best route for me to cycle towards Asti. To 
make things worse they didn't care because we know that TOs are really there to sell 
you stuff like tickets and expensive accommodation. 

Off I go to the Duomo and check out what the fuss about the shroud is all about. It 
can't be seen as its heavily secured in a side chapel where its stored. Got my 
credenziale stamped by a volunteer on her first day. I talked through the process. I 
explained with patience, that its traditional for each pilgrim passport she stamps she 
has also to stamp the back of her hand. Sadly, I could not explain the origin of this 
custom, when she asked, as I'd just made it up! 

There is a rolling film of the shroud and it looked interesting. Of the three large 
screens none had English subtitles. I ask another volunteer about English subtitles, 
she invited me to follow her, to where a sizeable German group were watching 
intently. She turned off the screen and restarted the film with English subtitles. When 
people began to complain, as well they might, she merely pointed at me. I felt very 
small indeed, not that I'd asked her to do that, and, she quite intentionally chose 
which screen to turn off! 

The shroud story is interesting. It clearly is a man who had probably died as a result 
of crucifixion. Is it the historic figure we all call Jesus Christ, who can say? If it is, 
then it’s unfortunate that it looks scarily like Don Quixote rather than the panoply of 
American actors we associate with the role. The Duomo itself was sadly far from 



beautiful especially compared to the simple, romanesque church, at my earlier visit 
to the Sacra. 

The city is full of huge squares, colonnaded streets, and outstanding architecture. 
One worthy of note is the Mole. It should have an accent on the e but I can't work out 
how to do it! Built in celebration of the reunification and at one point was thought it 
could become Italy's main synagogue. My photo goes nowhere to show how tall it is. 
Today it houses a MOMA style museum. It still boasts it's the tallest museum in the 
world. 

   

 

It should be easy to find a good riding route out of the city but each one has 
drawbacks, mostly to do with mountains and rivers! The Po, Italy's largest river, is 
only half a km as the crow flies. Not a good spot to be in the event of serious 
flooding. Tomorrow I'll be stopping at Asti or nearby Alessandria depending on how 
things turn out ie how long my legs will last! 
  



 
 
Day 16 
Storm damage everywhere. Cross the Po valley, into the wine region of Asti. 

It was easy crossing Turin, except for their love of cobbles! By the time I reached 
asphalt I felt "shaken but not stirred"! It always fun going against the traffic but before 
that I had to carry my bike down four flights of stairs from the studio flat I had rented! 

Evidence of localised run-off everywhere, was presumably from the past two days of 
storms. The problem for me was that the accumulated detritus was continually found 
closest to the curb or verge, which is where cycles tend to be. At one point a branch, 
I couldn't avoid, got jammed in my spokes. Terrible noise and a very inelegant stop 
but no damage to my front wheel. 

Had a break at Chieri in a bar next to today's large open market. Its popular forum for 
older folk, probably all across Europe. I was still hungry when I got back on the bike! 
Leaving Chieri an entire avenue of young sycamores looked like they had been 
battered with a gigantic hammer. 

 Stopped for a breather near Villanova and chatted to an old guy, who was struggling 
to move branches he'd cut from a massive pine tree, which had collapsed, smashing 
through his fence and garage. Odd thing is that he seemed pretty sanguine about 
the whole thing. It turns out that he and his wife could not afford to have the tree cut 
down, and now the insurance company was going to pay for its removal! 

Close to Asti, a long row of mature ash was totally demolished. Field after field of 
ruined crops. It was obviously worse here than in Turin, where it had been quite bad 
enough. 

   

 

Asti is a beautiful, medieval city. The only thing I would change was the use of 
cobbles and flagstones for their central area’s road paving. Pennants and flags 
across every street, in readiness for their local palio. I was aware of Siena's famous 
event but not Asti's. Drinking fountains, medieval buildings, and great focaccia. 
Bought a pile of them and ate them in a local park. My photos won't do justice to this 
attractive town. Most of us only know the place for its somewhat variable sparkling 
wine, "spumante". 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=155166652333788&set=pcb.155167062333747&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCchqMrOQjkCV7YNLDdjI1WBogA83GB4twL5Db94Ae4l2woJmIQzOE1oaivNaXNoIUI7un-8L61IQ6h
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=155166652333788&set=pcb.155167062333747&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCchqMrOQjkCV7YNLDdjI1WBogA83GB4twL5Db94Ae4l2woJmIQzOE1oaivNaXNoIUI7un-8L61IQ6h


   

 

   

 

The road from Turin had been pretty flat and fast but from Asti to my destination of 
Alessandria, it was definitely hillier. Mind you that is nothing compared to tomorrow's 
ride up out of the Po valley region, up to Bobbio. It's almost a vertical km climb over 
80kms! 

Not sure about Alessandria as a town, it has a functional feel about it but the hostel 
is tremendous. An old cloister given over to community projects. One being a hostel 
and another is a community cycle workshop. Heaven or what, I got to tinker with the 
bike for a few minutes, before locking it away for the night. I will need all the 
advantages I can get in order to get me up to Bobbio! 

I'm starving but the local eateries don't open before 8pm, so posting this log early. I 
just hope I don't passout with hunger before I press the send button. 

 



   

 

  



 

 

Day 17 
Beautiful Bobbio. Legs let me down. Staying with some kind hippies in their riverside 
hostel. 

This morning's early departure of 7am seems like days ago. No staff around, so had 
to creep out quietly and deposit the keys into a hanging bucket, through a gated 
door, all without missing. I had a fear that I would succeed in the task only to 
discover I had left something important behind! 

Detoured around Tortona, so can't tell you about it. Volghera, where I stopped for 
coffee and more food, was dull and had a functional feel about it. As did a number of 
the villages on the road up to Bobbio. Godiasco and Varzi were exceptions, both 
attractive small towns. The latter with a real medieval look about it. The outskirts of 
which was lined with mozzarella and salami outlets and factories. You know you're in 
Italy! 

 

 

 

My weak attempt to climb up to the Penice Pass failed very early on. My legs turned 
to jelly and hurt like mad. Not helped by the numerous bites and heat rash covering 
them. I look like I'm recovering from some serious tropical disease. I decided to coast 
back down to Varzi and catch a bus up to the pass. Sadly, no one would take me 
and the bike. I suspect it was the state of my legs not helped by the fact I was 
walking like an upright chimp! 

In the end it cost me €50 to get a lift up in a taxi. Nice guy but was keen to get it 
done as he was about to go on his hols! Great name, he was called Mizar or 
something similar. Its easy coasting downhill on the other side but my legs still didn't 
feel right. Had a good wander round beautiful Bobbio. What a gem, if not a bit too 
touristy. Some great examples of medieval architecture, again my pics won't really 
convey any subtlety. 



   

   

 

 

After a longish break I head along to tonight's accommodation in nearby Marsaglia. 
Luckily, it's only a few kms and put no real strain on my legs. As I write this in what 
works as a large, covered, outdoor eating area, there's an ancient rellie of one of the 
women running the place, he keeps getting everyone's name wrong. He repeats 
something quite different to what has been said. It reminds me of the character, 
Catarella, in Inspector Montalbano. If you are unfamiliar with this TV series, you 
won’t regret the effort of finding it on BBC iPlayer. 

I am worried about my legs and tomorrow's Apennine hills, so send me good vibes, 
I'll need all the help I can get up over these mountains and down to the Ligurian 
coast. 

 



   

   

 

  



 

 

Day 18 
Legs held out. Shorter ride than planned. Hostel so bad, had to go farther down the 
coast! 

Those delightful hippy women, who run the hostel in Marsaglia, gave me a decent 
breakfast and a big hug to see me over the hills. Stopped to pick a large roll and a 
banana in case I couldn't find food en route. The hills start within 500mts from the get 
go! 

It's a beautiful tree dominated landscape and still very green. To say its hilly would 
be an understatement. I will be following first the Trebbia river, then one of its main 
tributaries, the Aveto, up to its headwaters. The original schedule showed this as 
85kms but in fact it was only 75, but on the downside, the incline goes on for 45kms! 
I decided to take it slow and keep a decent cadence but in a low gear, where 
possible. It was mostly 2/3% with the rare 5%, so more manageable, than yesterday. 

   

 

Later the 30 kms descent, had about 5kms of inclines, which whilst tiring in 
themselves, made little impact on the overall speed. Passed through numerous 
hamlets, rather than villages and towns, none too memorable. However, Rezzoaglio, 
was a good place to stop for a decent break. Tried a pastry new to me, a sort of 
almond flavoured, ricotta filled turnover. Greedy Laurenzi had it down his throat 
before I was able to pay for it. 

Someone asked about Colonel Hazel. Well, not heard from him for a while, so 
assuming he's on manoeuvres in some distant land. Between you and me, I hope he 
stays there! Yes, my saddle, has been trouble free since arriving in Italy, I think it just 
didn't like France! 

 



   

 

Rezzoaglio, has an impressive church, dedicated to St Michael. There's a figure of 
him/it with the scales of justice in one hand and a descending sword in the other. 
Couldn't really look round inside as there was a mass taking place. The entire route 
is on just one road the SP 654, so there was little chance of getting lost. Since 
complaining about Google Maps cycle function, its stopped working! Either they've 
found out and are being petulant or my phone is much smarter than I am. OK no 
need for that, I know it's very much cleverer than me! 

The road was full of cyclists pushing up those hills, with no hint of bags aboard just 
bright lycra. So many older guys on a day out, as it's a sort of bank holiday, 
Ferr'agosto. I saw a family on two scooters, dad with young son in front leaning on 
the fairing, mum with older sibling riding pillion, all wearing helmets. Yet it looked 
dangerous, but when I remember family summer holidays in Reggio, my dad would 
borrow a scooter and all four of us would ride it without a helmet between us, and 
laden with shopping. Times do change, and sometimes it’s for the best, especially as 
my dad was hopeless on the scooter! 

 

   

 



The start of the descent goes through a small cutting, as if to frame the change of 
landscape. Had a break, next to a nice, young family from Genoa, enjoying a picnic 
in a safe bit of green space, for their two preschool daughters to play. As I was 
leaving, they asked about my trip, then feigned interest, and in order to get me gone 
before their children might think it’s something they might wish to try when older! The 
parents shove a handful of apricots in my hands whilst patting me on the back. A sort 
of well done, now please go! 

I enjoyed the descent, except where some crazy driver thought it a good idea to 
overtake and almost nudged me into the barrier. At this point the side drop had 
reduced from several hundred feet to about 50, but even at that height it would still 
hurt! I caught up a local bus but could not get past, so had a short break, and ate the 
apricots, whilst thinking of that tragic bridge collapse in Genoa. It’s hard to believe 
the mafia would get away with it but they will! 

 

   

 

   

 

 



Arrived at Chiaveri bang on 6 hours since breakfast and the outside of the 
accommodation was very nice. The basement which houses the hostel was dirty, 
superheated, and looked like a migrant workers’ doss house. I didn't stay. Am I being 
biased, too comfort oriented, afraid etc. Maybe all of them but I left anyway. A quick 
search told me I couldn't afford to stay in Chivari . The station was 2 minutes away 
but being a public holiday, there were fewer options. Took the branch-line to Levanto 
and cycled inland a bit, where I'd found a room small, simple, no AC but bearable. 

Just in from a plate of Calamari and salad, lovely it was too! Tomorrow I follow part 
of the Francigena, which I've not seen since 2017. I have, what looks like, a tiny 
room booked in lovely Lucca but first I have to get there! 
  



 

 
Day 19 
A day of disasters and considerable pain with some nice bits thrown in, and of yes, I  
made it to Lucca, just! 

I slept badly. Not helped by lights going on and off. The main reason was down the 
corridor, a representative from the constellation Ursus Major, decided to 
communicate with the mother ship, in a language not unlike hibernating grizzlies 
after a good feed! 

I was excited about joining the Francigena today ie the stretch from Sarzana to 
Lucca. I remember it as being a bit industrial, dominated by quarrying and stone 
production. It’s famous for its white Carrara marble. Most of it isn't white at all but it’s 
all the more interesting for it, I think. 

Saw a short tower at the exit of Sarzana, I must have missed it in 2017 but did find 
the café with the grumpy owners, but didn't bother entering! What I like about this 
rather functional stretch of road the SS1, is that underneath the asphalt, lies the 
Roman Via Aurelia, nowadays referred to as the l'Aureliana. More likely that Sigeric 
used this stretch rather than today’s signposted VF, but of course, the new route, is a 
lot more pleasant than the SS1! 

I was amused to see a sign for old Roman settlement of Lunae, nowadays just Luni. 
I remember having a strop at the signage a couple of years ago. The long bridge into 
Massa looked unchanged. Sadly, my photo doesn't capture any sort of perspective. 
Stop and stock up on food and water. I was given a free bit of foccacia which 
cheered me up, until later on when I tried to eat, what tasted like cheese flavoured 
cardboard! 

   

   



   

 

The SS1 on a bike is fast and soon got to Pietrasanta, where my bike troubles 
began. I could feel a loss of tyre pressure but also was finding it hard to pedal. Give 
up near Camaiore, and fixed the puncture. Did a quick and efficient job but could not 
straighten the wheel, the rim kept catching on the brake pads. It was then that I 
spotted the problem, two broken and two damaged spokes.  

  

 

That's it, game over, who is going to have Imperial sized spokes in Tuscany. Ate my 
sarnie and decided to catch a train to Pisa, where I could get a cheap flight home. 
After around 500m of me grumbling as I trudged crestfallen, I see an actual bike 
mechanic's workshop and the guy leaving. My pathetic look must have helped him 
defer his lunch. There's a picture of him threading new spokes and making the wheel 
true. He charged just €15! What a bit of luck. Obviously, I didn't catch a flight home 
but nearly did later on. 

There is a monster of a hill at Quiesa. As steep as Cenis but its only about 3kms 
long, but still enough to hurt. Got to the top eventually then enjoyed the long descent 
towards San Pietro but began to lose control of the back wheel. Things go through 
your mind, is the thing on tightly enough etc. Turns out I had another puncture albeit 



slow. Pump the tyre on about four separate occasions so as to get me as far as the 
old city walls of Lucca. Once at the accommodation, I repaired it for the second time 
today. I now have zero spares, which makes me anxious. 

My host is an irritating man from Naples, who admonished me for walking barefoot to 
the bathroom. The apartment is divided into five bedrooms plus two bathrooms and 
kitchen. It would be nice for a family to live here not so sure about how its currently 
structured. 

My knee, which was hurting from yesterday evening, took on a new tier of pain. It's 
not hugely swollen but walking on it is sore. After a short rest I head out to buy spare 
inner tubes. In the entire city I found just one the right size. 

 

   

 

 

 

Lucca is quite a lively and lovely town. Stunning medieval architecture with a lot of 
Baroque bling on the inside. I couldn't walk about too much, so missed some of the 
real gems but caught a couple. I sampled a new local beer, Menabrea, which 
unusually for an Italian brewery, sounds Jewish. Not bad, I had a whole 500ml just to 
be sure! Quick bite right near where the town's only pilgrim accommodation is to be 
found, run by the local ambulance service of all things. 



Got in touch with my cousin Roberto, who I'm hoping to see either in Assisi on his 
own, or with his family in Terni, the next day. I am also trying to meet Francisco 
Sancho, aka the super pilgrim, my term not his. He is travelling north through 
Umbria/Tuscany as I head in the opposite direction. I saw an exhibition of his many 
years’ record of walking Europe's ancient route, in 2017 and found it very moving. 

A decent 75 kms tomorrow to Florence, assuming bike, body, and any other variable 
outside of my control, behaves itself! 
 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=156105598906560&set=pcb.156105835573203&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCd7RojZodRjqNDabcuHBSyvadDZNP2rmUspKdyN9qDHBnkE0KV1NlYUUutAQJ8Ag1CFbRz5WZJ8c-L
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=156105598906560&set=pcb.156105835573203&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCd7RojZodRjqNDabcuHBSyvadDZNP2rmUspKdyN9qDHBnkE0KV1NlYUUutAQJ8Ag1CFbRz5WZJ8c-L


 
Day 20 
A day of good decisions, beauty, and pain, all in equal measure. Goodbye to lovely 
Lucca and hello to fabulous Firenze. 

By the time I reached the ground floor with my panniers, I was ready to give up, my 
left knee had not got better overnight. Loaded the bike, took a couple of Ibrus, 
smeared my knee with Voltorol, took a deep breath and launched myself onto the 
streets of sleepy Lucca. Didn't last long, between the jostling effect of the cobbles 
and my fear of getting another puncture, I walked to the gates set within the two lines 
of ancient walls, at Porte Elisa. Enjoyed a coffee and cream croissant whilst staring 
at a solitary column in the middle of the square. It looked out of place and a little odd. 
I guess it was Roman and probably re-erected by the good burgers in days gone by. 
Much like well-meaning people did with Stonehenge or in Besancon, France. 

   

The road route for the first hour was smooth and fast (fast for me that is). A newly 
laid stretch of asphalt helped allay my fears of a puncture. Took an early break at 
Castelvecchio (oldcastle to you!), enjoyed a cream doughnut and espresso. There's 
something about Italian cream, it yellow, eggy, and I simply can't stop eating it! I 
didn't detour to the top of the village, you can see how high it is! 

   

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=156105598906560&set=pcb.156105835573203&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCd7RojZodRjqNDabcuHBSyvadDZNP2rmUspKdyN9qDHBnkE0KV1NlYUUutAQJ8Ag1CFbRz5WZJ8c-L
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=156105598906560&set=pcb.156105835573203&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARCd7RojZodRjqNDabcuHBSyvadDZNP2rmUspKdyN9qDHBnkE0KV1NlYUUutAQJ8Ag1CFbRz5WZJ8c-L


The second hour, the gradients increased in proportion to the degradation of the 
road surface. I really had to keep an eye on the ground, which means I possibly 
missed the odd gem. One such is a long-abandoned bridge and the pieve nearby. 
Took a wrong turn outside of Bientina, resulting in me doing three sides of the town. 
On the plus side I did get to see the amazingly green Arno river. During my lifetime it 
has seriously flooded Florence at least twice. 

 

   

 

Saw a dead porcupine next to the road. I hadn't realised they existed in Europe. I 
assumed they lived the Americas and Africa. Weirdly most of today's roadkill seemed 
to be rats. I know it’s hypocritical to feel sad about the loss of, say, frogs but not our 
fellow mammals, rats. 

 

  

 

 



Had an early lunch by the Madonna wayside shrine. There’s a pic with my bike in. 
These aren't uniquely catholic phenomena, though in Europe maybe they are. I saw 
lots of Buddhist versions in Bali. I can't reconcile my feelings about these Catholic 
shrines. I find them hideous, yet I’m drawn to them. I felt close to my late mother at 
this particular kiosk of emotion. Behind me, atop of the hill, is the magnificent 
medieval town of San Miniato. Again, I didn't trust my knee to make the detour 
safely. I was there a couple of years ago on the VF, where I met a truly inspiring 
man, who shared his tale about having terminal leukaemia and choosing to die on 
the road, on high mountain tracks. Nine years after his expected death, he was still 
going. He believes that putting his body under such strain forces the immune system 
to go into hyper-drive. Who knows the truth but it is a good story. 

Rode to Empoli for a little wander but it was disappointingly dull and more than a little 
depressing. Had a decent rest but as soon as I got up, my knee, which had behaved 
itself up till then, decided to call it day. About a 1km walk to the station for a 25min 
ride into Florence. Bought tickets both for me and the bike, and promptly left them on 
the counter! In the end I did manage to ride about 60kms today. 

Florence station was chaotic, made worse by having lots of "helpers" who seem to 
know nothing at all. There was a large, visible military presence, which always 
makes me nervous, not helped by a plump Chinese tourist who, rushing about, 
dropped his rigid, plastic case making a gunshot-like sound. Used Google maps to 
get me to my accommodation it was too far to walk and too painful to ride. Chose 
pain! 

My room is lovely but no en suite bathroom. It has a sweet, private balcony, which 
my bike has purloined, complaining it never gets any nice space. To get my own 
back, I covered it with wet washing! Teach it to moan. 

Decided that it would be a shame not to visit the centre despite struggling to walk 
properly. Took a tram back to the central station, Santa Maria, then headed towards 
the famous Duomo. Not been there since reading, "Bruneleschi's dome", a story 
about the design and later construction of this recognisably famous church; plus I 
wanted my credenziale stamped. Security was turning everyone away, I simply 
stated what I wanted and asked for directions, 60 seconds later I'm in the Duomo's 
sacristy having my pilgrim passport stamped. I obviously didn't then just leave, I 
wanted to see the inside of the dome. It’s difficult staring vertically, the photo, whilst 
showing the amazing artwork, provides no detail on structure. 

     

 



Round the corner to Palazzo Vecchio, which I really like. The Duomo and Palazzo, 
remind me of another of the region's renaissance treasures, Siena. Found a tiny 
wine bar, the Vinaino, where I shared good aperitifs with an odd assortment of fellow 
customers and staff. The snacks (canapes really) were delicious, homemade, and 
free. It seemed a pity not to. I was really worried that Greedy Laurenzi would show 
up and embarrass me, but no. It's a great spot, only 50m from the Palazzo Vecchio. 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

Decided I didn't need a meal after that lot but an ice cream is a whole other issue. 
Pretty good but not a patch on those from Cesare ice cream kiosk in Reggio 
Calabria. RC has few redeeming features but its cakes and ice cream are quite 
amazing. 

Tomorrow its Arezzo on the border between Tuscany and Umbria. My father's family 
came from there about 200 years ago, then moving to Assisi, and finally onto Terni. 
Odd that I'm visiting all three places over this coming week. 



I've decided to take a break when I get to Rome. I was due a couple of days R&R 
anyway but I might head home for a few weeks and return in the Autumn, when the 
temperature in the south becomes more bearable and my legs feel fresh once more. 
Before that I have all of Umbria and Lazio to cross. Please let me dream of Sicilian 
cannoli, Calabrian ice cream, and Tuscan Vin Santo served with cantuccini! 
  



 
Day 21 
Hills galore. Pain. Couldn't finish the day's ride. Left Florence and arrived in Arezzo. 

It was pleasant riding across Florence in the early morning with almost nobody 
around. Sensible folk are having a lay-in. Hoped to catch sight of Ponte Vecchio but 
must have been too far east; said goodbye to this magnificent memorial to Italy's 
medieval heritage. There's a photo looking back towards the city across olive groves 
but sadly it looks flat. 

Had breakfast by the Arno. Waiters try hard not to laugh when I ask for an 
"americano"; it’s like announcing that I'm a wimp. Which of course I am but I'm not 
letting them know. 

 

 

 

A few kms of flat landscape through villages and satellite towns to the very start of 
SP1, my chosen route for this morning and it begins to rise. At first gently, then its 
5kms of joint busting agony all the way to San Donato. It would be fair to say I didn't 
see much, yet managed to notice the pleasant town of Ripoli. At the top of this 
stretch of hills, mountains more like, I had to take a break. A couple cheered me into 
the cafe, I could barely speak my thanks, let alone order anything. 

I was told that was the longest and hardest stretch for today. I felt like saying they 
ought to post up a health warning for unsuspecting fools like me. Something like 
"abandon ye all hope", that would do the trick. The descent was all too short lived. I 
stopped for water at Burchio, it was one those wonderful chilled free water fountains, 
where for 5c a litre you can have it fizzy. Every high street in the UK should have one 
plus free toilets. Stick that in your party manifesto! 

Passed a few unmemorable places like Figline and San Giovanni. I remember 
Burchio not just because of the water but the 8% hill at the end of the village. I 
thought I would snap the chain pushing down so hard on the pedals in order to get to 
the top. 

I saw a lot of teenage scouts in their blue shirts carrying their back packs, badly. 
Earnest Laurenzi was all set to brief them how it should be done, when I managed to 
pull him back at the last minute. Ate an Italian nata-type rice cake, which really was 



rice pudding in a small flan case, and quite unpleasant! Got back on the Dawes and 
my knee threatened me with legal action if I didn't stop. As with most things I ignored 
it until I could no longer resist around Bucine. Hung around for ages waiting for the 
equivalent of a Sunday branch line service to arrive. 20 minutes later I'm in Arezzo. 

The landscape seems to be constantly changing. Today it was mostly olives, figs, 
and vines. Not much pasture land. The renown gentle slopes in the south of the 
region, here, are instead steep and rugged. The houses are mostly modern and 
uninspiring. Still lots of long-abandoned buildings. There's a property tax issue in 
Italy, even if you buy the place for almost nothing, there's the equivalent of years of 
council tax to pay on it. 

I'm staying in the cheap end of Arezzo, known as the Arab quarter. I saw no Arabic 
folk but lots of Pakistani families. Italians can be lazy with their expression of 
xenophobia. In the south anyone of colour is referred to as Moroccan, despite most 
of the migrants being from Mali, Mauritania, and Chad. Had any of them actually 
been to Morocco they would be surprised just how light skinned people are. My host 
said my surname was common here, I knew I was arabic! My family lived here 
around 200 years ago, moving to Assisi in 1900 and then onto Terni between the 
wars. On that side, I come from a long line of steel workers and metal artisans. Not 
sure I inherited any of that useful stuff! 

     

 

Couldn't rest today, so left for a short look around the town. I was back home in two 
hours, shattered. I'm walking like John Thaw in Morse. He had a gammy leg which 
didn't seem to bend properly. It’s so hot I thought seriously of going out in just my 
underwear and sandals. I assumed if arrested and only spoke in English they might 
let me off. Imagine if photos of my large white belly and brown limbs actually got on 
the wires? They'd be conspiracy messages about the hairless missing link walking 
about in Tuscany. Generally, yeti, bigfoot, etc don't wear sunglasses but maybe they 
do in Italy!  

The old part of town is lovely and mercifully compact. Got my credenziale stamped in 
the cathedral sacristy but not made to feel welcome! So when they weren't looking I 
peed on the cassocks hanging up. Alright, that only happened in my head but it was 
funny. The cathedral itself is huge and generally splendidly plain aside from the 
Spanish Baroque on the side chapels. One them, photographed, is vast and so OTT, 
you need sunglasses to cope with the glare! The main church has a stunning altar. I 
love the main doors which probably requires a dozen people to push them open. 

  



 

Heard wonderful choral singing from a church close by but it was a symposium and 
each piece only lasted about two minutes followed by 10 minutes deconstruction. 
Had a beer which was both poor and expensive. Picked up some grub and headed 
home. 

 

    

 

 

Although I managed 60kms today, I'm not sure what tomorrow will bring. My 
destination is Assisi via Perugia, two wonderful towns. I hope the swelling and pain 
go down, as I fly across Umbria, even if it’s only in my dreams! 
  



Day 22 
All day in Umbria. Struggled with my knee. Saw lake Trasimeno. Visited two gems, 
Perugia and Assisi. 

I can't say I was sorry to have left Arezzo despite its attractive medieval centre, the 
rest of the town was drab. It was a straightforward ride down the valley all the way to 
lake Trasimeno. The site of a famous battle, I believe between warring Roman 
factions. Today it's just a big beautiful blue lake. It has a delightful small island in its 
north western corner, the sort that creates fantasies about living on it. 

In the long valley ride down you could just make out what I understand is the basilica 
of Santa Margarita, looking down on the towns of Camucia and Cortona. Stuck to a 
narrow road between the railway line and the beach, see hills up ahead just past 
Passignano. Having done my homework, I know there's a station somewhere nearby 
with trains to Perugia. Indeed a 15 minute slow ride and I'm at the bottom of a very 
large hill whereupon beautiful Perugia sits. I've been a couple of times before but it’s 
always a treat. Not least because the city makes the finest hazelnut chocolate on the 
planet! 

There were lots of pics taken but only a few have made into this post. Not that they 
were particularly poor but they wouldn't add to the story without lengthy explanation. 

Perugia was a flourishing city long before Roman times. It was a centre of Etruscan 
culture along with nearby Viterbo. The Etruscan language remains a mystery but it’s 
said not to be Indo-European. Lots of Egyptian influences can be seen on their 
artwork. Modern Perugia is still marvellous and remains the cultural centre of the 
region. I had forgotten how high it was when I embarked on cycling up to the top! 

 

     

 

     



It was another hot day but tomorrow it’s expected to be 37°. So when I realised I 
mislaid my cycle hat, it became urgent I find it. It was a minute away on the ground 
but a child was stamping on it for no apparent reason. Angry Laurenzi was already 
there boxing its ears, luckily that only happened in my head but I did remonstrate 
with its parents but they simply turned away! I should have unleashed the dogs of 
war... set Angry Laurenzi on them. But my mind was elsewhere, I had seen a 
porchetta stall earlier and really fancied a slice. For those not familiar with Umbria's 
regional dish, its roasted suckling pig. Eventually found it, phew! 

 

     

 

     

 

The ride down took much longer than expected but pleasant in a fast-moving sort of 
way. Decided to take the 18 min train ride to Assisi. Enough knee usage for one day! 
My accommodation was around the corner from the station. Now the station is called 
Assisi but it's in Santa Maria degli Angeli. There's a constant turnaround of buses up 
to Assisi proper. I sensibly took the bus. I came here two years ago and spent ages 
in St Francis' Basilica, so this time it was the turn of Santa Chiara or St Claire to you. 
Nicely plain except for a gaudy side chapel. Had an interesting crypt but packed with 
folk. I enjoyed the neighbouring church of St Benedict for a truly plain spiritual 
experience. 

As a treat for myself I chose not icecream but beer, I noticed someone sold one of 
my favourites, Ichnusa, from Sardinia. Picked a side street, found a bench, took the 
weight off my knee and enjoyed watching dozens of swifts flying around above me.  

 



   

 

   

 

     

 

 

Got hungry bought a slice of spinach pizza and finished my beer. Whilst waiting for 
the bus a pleasant Albanian woman asked me to watch her car as it was parked 



illegally. Does that make me complicit? She was soon back and whilst waiting for her 
daughter to join her, told me all about her life. What on earth is it about me that 
people do this to me? They also sit next to me on public transport and cry. I must 
have an invisible sign saying confessor, sin-eater, or something equally odd! 

There's a pic of an odd cycle sign, which shows you the precise route I aim to take 
tomorrow, as far as Spoleto, then taking a train back north to Orvieto on a deviation, 
to visit another Etruscan town, before heading into the Eternal City, the day after. 

 

   

 

I hope not to wake up again in pain but have sweet dreams of porchetta, lashings of 
fruit, and a tray of Baci! 
 

  



Day 23 
Getting close to Rome. Great ride today. Laurenzi has a strop. Orvieto is a medieval 
delight. 

Easy departure despite having to get everything in a small lift. The ride down the 
valley from Assisi to Spoleto was straightforward and fairly flat. First pic is of the 
sanctuary at Rivotorta, where a yellow cycle lane joins it to Santa Maria del Angeli. 
It’s clearly been freshly spray-painted in this bright colour, as some of the edging 
vegetation has a golden hue about it! 

 

Whilst flat, the road surface is poor, which means I'm concentrating on the road in 
front rather than the delightful hill top villages. I managed to photograph one near 
Spello. I come across something I'd forgotten about since last seeing it in 1978, a 
natural spring, Fonti del Clitunno. A lovely spot but you nowadays you have to pay to 
see it close up! So, I caught a snap over the fence! 

   

Stopped in Foligno for a breather and drink. Got lost in its one-way system, it 
seemed a nice little town but their local accents are so strong. I now know why they 
recommend going via the cycle route, five kms from Spoleto the only way is via a 
motorway! Angry Laurenzi began shouting at a flock of small birds for no apparent 



reason. It meant going almost a km back to find an alternative route. I saw little of 
Spoleto but it looked prosperous and well organised. 

Bought a ticket (and one for my bike) for the lunch time service via Orte. The town of 
Orte is a bit like Crewe ie a major rail junction, except I don't recall any mountains in 
Cheshire/ Staffs area. Mind you on the other hand, Orte doesn’t have salt mines! 
Had real difficulty changing platforms and I lost hold of the bike going up a long flight 
of stairs, which saw me lose my humour. Made worse by having to carry my laden 
bike 5ft onto the train, again the 36° heat got to me, bike fell and I kicked it. Poor 
thing, didn't deserve an old man's strop! Sat with an even older cyclist who relished 
in sharing the details of his prostate, the effects on his ED, and his restorative 
surgery. He proudly added, and now...I was too tired, and too afraid, to ask about 
"now"! 

Orvieto is atop a steep hill a little like the French town of Langres. I gave in to 
temptation and took the funicular railway up, and unlike Laon, this one works! Only 
€2.20 for me and the bike, who is now talking to me once more. A short ride across 
town to the street with my accommodation but could I find it! It was steep, the sun 
was hot, and I was at risk of another strop. Eventually the owners answered the 
phone and the key was hidden by the front door. It's a bit dingy and too large for one 
person. No AC, no wifi, almost no light! It didn't mention this on booking.com. 

 

   

 

 

A good couple of hours walking round. The duomo was magnificent and very similar 
to its counterpart in Siena. Got my credenziale stamped by an Argentine nun in the 
sacristy- sounds like the start of a Blackpool postcard storyline! The Etruscan 
museum was about to close, so loitered in the lobby and tried to read as much as I 
could before closure. 



   

 

   

 

 

Grabbed some food, water, beer, and muscat grapes. All set for a good night in! 
Italian TV is too awful, yes worse than US and French TV! I enjoyed the news about 
the governing coalition's crisis. The League is not just a separatist movement but 
they are pretty fascistic in their method. Not a kind and sensitive party! 

My last day's ride tomorrow. I'll follow the upper reaches of the Tiber until it gets too 
difficult, which should be around Orte or Attigliano. Then a short train ride into the 
Eternal City. I don't feel confident in riding across Rome. My priorities are to courier 
my bike home, book a flight, and sort my pilgrimage admin. Should manage it in four 
days! Oh yes, eat a large plate of pasta with a glass of Sangiovese, followed by a 
huge dollop of pistachio ice cream! 
 

  



 

Day 24 
Get to Rome. Great ride but too many hills. Fall for practical joke. Admonish the 
Swiss Guards. Sneaky view inside Vatican. 

It hard to believe that I'm in Rome and it only took 24 days including all my 
diversions. My knee is ready for a long break, especially from me! 

Not sure how I managed to get lost leaving Orvieto but it might have something to do 
with needing to ride north in order to go south! My brain wouldn't allow me. Stopped 
for breakfast at the base of the mountain, which this Etruscan town sits on. Took a 
final shot as the sun was rising, plus one of an "ape" - the Italian scooter inside a 
van. The name comes from the Italian for bee not some distant primate relly! I love 
these vehicles but can't honestly say why? 

    

 

The aim was to get to Orte or at the very least Attigliano, the town before. I assumed 
it being the upper Tiber valley, and as such, fairly flat but oh no. Not only was it hilly, 
the road surface was awful. I asked some locals how a "Statale" (like our A roads) 
was so bad and not in the valley. It turns out it was originally but then they upgraded 
it to a motorway, moving the statale up the mountain side! Didn't get as far as Orte 
as my knee, already swollen, was pretty sore. 

 



The town of Aviano was pretty decent but otherwise it was in a fairly drab area. 
Stopped to capture an Italian "lavoir", you don't see many, unlike France where there 
are still many albeit mostly long abandoned. Got to Attigliano with over an hour to 
spare, so bought some grub at a supermarket and headed back to the station. Sat 
next to a couple of old guys who told the only way onto platform 3 was via the back 
gate, which was reached by riding back over the railway bridge and coming back on 
oneself. Fair enough, off I go but it became clear when a third old guy I met, whilst 
looking for said gate began to laugh. It’s obviously a regular practical joke but it 
nearly cost me my train. Turns out there was an underpass, which really hurt me 
carrying the laden bike onto platform 3. 

Short ride to Termini station and I'm back on my bike but between the knee pain and 
cobbles, it made for a difficult ride. I wanted to arrive in Vatican Square with the bike 
otherwise it wouldn't talk to me again. I even had to take a picture of it on its own! 

   

 

Rode to my B&B, not far from the Vatican, one I've used before plus I'm familiar with 
the area. Cart everything up to the third floor, and yes, there was a tiny lift and the 
bike did just fit. The owner was sick, so he asked a neighbour to settle me in. I later 
discovered that the neighbour was in fact his dad! Nice guy, he was impressed that I 
knew the archaeological sites of his Calabrian youth. I should do, I've been there 
enough times! 

Quick shower and I'm out on foot. Its 34° and unforgiving. The San Lorenzo centre is 
closed for the holidays, so ask soldiers, police, nuns, and the Swiss Guard, all got it 
wrong. All I wanted was to stamp my credenziale. I gave up after crossing St Peter's 
Square four times. I popped back into the first SG post to give them feedback, the 
guy was really upset, he got on the phone to colleagues and told them to let me into 
St Peter's Sacristy without delay as it was due to close very soon. After interminable 
security checks I was let into the sacristy where a couple of very helpful guards 
sorted me out. They even let me nose round. There's a massive dome above the 
sacristy and the artwork is astonishing. Michelangelo sculpture, and what looked like 
a Caravaggio in the corner. Remember this section of St Peters in effect is a very 
large walk-in wardrobe for the clergy. 

 



   

 

  

   



Joined the throng inside the basilica, not seen it inside for over 20 years, it still 
impresses. Putting aside the artwork, the sheer scale of the edifice, the acoustics are 
brilliant. A small choir filled the entire space with their melodies. 

Keen for a beer, I head towards a courier drop off centre. Nice bar but poor choice of 
who to sit next to. An Australian couple on a three month trip, which seemed to 
consist of Jehovah's Witness conventions around Europe. I am pretty tolerant about 
other folks' beliefs but the JWs...... 

Good chat with courier shop manager and arrange to pop back with everything 
tomorrow. I'll dismantle the bike and he'll pack it. It would be a good outcome if it 
wasn't for the €140 price tag! 

Had dinner next door to where I'm staying. I like their pasta especially the 
homemade stuff. Here it's called tonarelli whereas in Umbria its known as ciriole. Not 
had a cheese and black pepper sauce before. My first glass of wine since the UK. 
Nice. 

I estimate that I've covered around 1700/1800 kms plus a bit on trains which I'll 
calculate when I get back. I'll sort out the typos and pictures into a single document. 
Not sure when I'll complete the remaining 750 odd kms down to Garganno, let alone 
to Jerusalem! 

I aim to leave at the weekend, depending on flights coming available and affordable. 
I'll post some photos of Rome, especially Laurentina and the Via Appia, both new to 
me. 

Thanks for sticking with this blog and for all the words of encouragement. 
  



 
 

Rome, post ride 

Rome, August 22 
Not really a post just an excuse to produce some text otherwise the pics might be 
without context. 

The first of my rest days in Rome. I had to force myself to stay in bed after 6.30, 
even then I was out the door, with plans in hand by 9.30! An hour later I was covered 
in oil and sweat having dismantled my bike down to the frame. A guy from the 
courier firm kept trying to take the tools off me to do it himself but anyone who knows 
me, would not be surprised that I alone get to take my own bike apart for this sort of 
exercise. Not for sentimental reasons but so that it's done properly, and the tiny 
pieces don't get lost. Yes, I know I'm a fussy so and so! By 11am it was boxed up 
ready to be shipped to N11, but will I ever see it again? 

Quick shower and change, then continue with my flight search. Sadly, the cheapest 
was Ryanair. I say sadly because I really don't enjoy the experience, it has a total 
absence of quality about it. A bit like drinking meths, I would imagine! The BA 
website wouldn't load, and the Alitalia site would not accept one-way journeys. 
Ryanair to Stansted is easy for me vis-a-vis public transport. I now only have a few 
clothes, cycle gear, toiletries, and the inevitable bag of pressies. I don't in any way 
feel obliged to buy gifts, I just can't imagine not doing so! I now have two and a half 
days of sightseeing, sorry rest. 

There's a photo of a pile of leaves, and, set further back, a small box. This is a 
regular site around here, where recent African arrivals, who are not allowed to work, 
keep a patch of street clean, and in turn ask for a donation. It's nice idea but not sure 
how well this goes down with union reps for local authority cleaners. Maybe there's 
an argument that if a country allows people to enter and stay, then they should be 
allowed to work. Its more dignified than begging or receiving social security 
handouts. Just an idea. 

 

 



Today, I managed to explore a spot I had been meaning to for decades, Castel 
Sant'Angelo. Another Archangel Michael reference point. Its vast and was once a 
major Roman fort, in fact, you walk out through the spiral tunnel designed for wagons 
and horses. For a Christian residence, it is peppered with nudity and sexual imagery. 
It looks more like the frescoes dug up from Pompeii. The scale of the place is 
impressive and the view from the roof is amazing. In one of the photos you'll see the 
unmistakable round roof of my favourite building, the Pantheon. I go there every 
opportunity, it’s almost as if I was always there; I belong there somehow. 

  

  

 

  

 



  

 

   

 

 

 

   



  

  

 

 

  



On my way to the ticket office, I could not stop Naughty Laurenzi from taking a photo 
of a Muslim man at pray in the grounds of Sant'Angelo. It has a sort of satisfying 
irony, in that we all accept it's ok for one religion to be observed in the grounds of 
another, and we do, but would that understanding be shared and tolerated around 
the world? 

 

 

Enjoyed a beer aperativo which came with enough snacks to fill me up. I sat inside to 
get a break from the sun. Oddly my pate feels less sensitive than yesterday, mind 
you after almost a month in the saddle, quite a lot feels a whole lot less sensitive! 

Bought a 48 hour museum and transport pass, so that I can go to the other places 
on my list like Via Appia and Caracalla. I also want to explore what's left of the old 
district of Laurentium, close to modern day neighbourhood of Laurentina. There 
should be a road that leads to the coast south of Ostia, bearing the old name. My 
father swore that's where our name comes from, and maybe it does but it doesn't 
mean there's a biological link, after all, we could have been Roman slaves. Its 
salutary reminder that many people from the Caribbean were given their slave 
master's surname as a mark of ownership and not in anyway done to confer or 
suggest privilege! 

I'm back early as my knee is still sore despite my siesta this afternoon. Siestas just 
are the best thing and feel more useful (or is that necessary) as I get older! Laying 
on the bed planning the day ahead; probably won't sleep with the excitement of 
walking the Appia tomorrow! 
 

 

  



 

August 23 
The Via Appia for kms! Can't track my bike. Sicilian cannoli. More beer. 

My local metro line is out for maintenance all week, so took bus. Between the 
cobbles and the apparent absence of suspension on the bus, all made for a difficult 
start to the day. It reminded me of a Bucharest bus ride in 1978, which was only a bit 
worse, in that one it had wheels missing and doors hanging off, but just as 
uncomfortable. The interchange at Termini station was fine, where I took the line 
towards Laurentina, exiting at Circo Massimo or circus maximus to those of you 
around 2000 years old! Caught the circular route followed by the 118 bus, which 
dropped me off at the St Sebastian catacombs. I head straight south along the road 
I've always wanted to experience first hand. 

   

 

  

 



  

 

The Via Appia is a huge slice of the past, where history comes alive. Apologies for 
so many funeral images, but they are dotted along the kms of the road. I ended up 
walking out of the city and needing to catch a bus back north to the start of the tube 
line! It was dry and very dusty despite threatening to rain. The Appia was the 
motorway of its day, linking Rome to the important port of Brindisium. The original 
cobbles are huge, in one of the pics I've included a shot of my foot to show just how 
large these stones are. 

Wealthy citizens would build a family mausoleum alongside of the road, so as to 
further honour their dead by the daily passing of the military up and down the road.  

 

 

   

 



     

 

 

   

 

 



  

 

Head back into the centre, where I eat my modest picnic outside the Pantheon and 
stare at that marvellous stone, brick, and concrete structure. Sadly, today there were 
too many people, mostly Spanish and South/Central American. Not sure what it is 
with selfie takers but if the object is worth photographing, why stick yourself in it? 

 

   

 



 

   

 

 

 

The original interior must have been majestically severe, trust the Christians to spoil 
an already near perfect building! The roof/ceiling is totally unique, an astonishing 
2000 year old architectural feat. 

Picked up a couple of small cannoli, which were made fresh for me. Popped them 
into my fridge for a post siesta snack. Tried to track the passage of my bike but it 
appeared nowhere. Worrying development. Made an espresso which I enjoyed with 
the cannoli. Boy were they good!! 

Popped round to the courier firm, who reassure me that it went off yesterday....I am 
still worried! 



Go for a beer aperitivo. It's a 7.4° Belgian brew but the generous snacks help soak 
up the alcohol. Can't now eat much, so pick up a ripe melon and some 
guacamole...nice. It's still over 30° and hard to settle this evening, not helped by the 
Italian TV news which is hard to follow despite knowing what they're actually saying! 

I managed to break my expensive varifocals, which was not in this trip's budget! Its 
only 8pm but I can barely stay awake. I might nip out for some icecream if I can 
muster the energy! 

  



 

Journey home 

August 24 and 25 
A few unposted pics enclosed. Back in the UK. Difficult journey home. Goodies 
ruined. 

Had a very easy start yesterday morning. The Commodores seem to be playing as 
the backdrop to my last day in Rome. Seem to be low on energy and it's a muggy 
day. Decide to visit St Peter's for a final time. 

 

  

 

   

 



   

 

The atmosphere was a bit frentic and I was continually irritated by people taking 
selfies. What is it with the selfie obsession? People were standing in front of La Pieta 
and instead of considering the exquisitely painful scene that the sculpture portrays, 
they take a selfie. Maybe I'm just a grumpy old git! 

   

Walked down Via della Conciliazione with the sun blasting me in the face towards 
Sant'Angelo. It was hard to keep my eyes open. Watched a homeless person rising 
from his sleep. He seemed to be have been sleeping on top of a pile of litter, which 
he kicked about for some reason. The pic captures some elements of this sad story. 
It has to be said he didn't look sad, angry maybe, then again if you wake up on a pile 
of rubbish and some idiot is trying to photograph it, you wouldn’t be too pleased! 

 



  

 

  

 

 



Ate an enjoyable cream croissant and espresso on Rienzo, a pleasant street, 
inhabited by folk considerably wealthier than the homeless man described above. 
The street hosts one of my favourite delis, Castroni, which sadly is shut on Sundays. 

Short hop back to the B&B. Changed, then legged it. The owner decided to walk with 
me along Crescenzio as far as Piazza del Risorgimento. Where I hoped to catch a 
bus to Termini. The Sunday service only runs every 30 minutes, so walk up towards 
to the now closed metro station of Ottaviano. Three buses arrive together, all for the 
main railway station. I had hoped to grab a snack before catching the bus to 
Ciampino but the bus was due to leave, so climbed aboard on the grounds that I 
really didn't believe it would only take 30 minutes to get there. In the end it only took 
25, so now had three hours to kill! Obviously, I had a beer and some grub. The food 
in the terminal was pretty good. Not many airports where you buy a plate of roasted 
octopus and potatoes for €9? 

I checked in a large fold away holdall without considering there would be a problem, 
at least not an obvious one. Later the heavens would open and the bags were all on 
trolleys sitting on the tarmac for the best part of two hours. At Stansted I opened my 
bag and had water running out of it. Most things were in dry bags except my key 
pilgrim-related paperwork and the gifts. 

My credenziale looks like a child's damp colouring book, most of the stamps have 
run. The testimonium is a flat, composite of paper which cannot be unrolled. The 
gifts, mostly chocolate and torrone, have run and the beautiful wrapping shredded. 

Not best pleased, I tried what I could, on the train but the things were just too wet 
and beginning to fall apart, a lot like my humour. They have been drying in the 
conservatory overnight and all day. I'll get the tweezers to them tomorrow, see what I 
can salvage. 

I hope to write the occasional post but it’s unlikely to be every day, especially now 
I'm back in norf landun! Again, thanks for following me on this pilgrimage. 
 

 


